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Local News
•
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Local Picture,
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Selected As A Best All Round
Kentucky Community Newspaper
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United Press International

— (UPI) — Chrisebecoming more dart
hildren's eyes than
ly fireworks. an eye
s-arned parents.
'rank W. Newell, of
ty of Chicago DeSurgery, said seemIt
are causing
number of eye inthe holiday period.
urged parents not
s, darts or air rifli
ingsters unless they
to supervise their
.is the eyes of the
dangerous toys that
said, but usually the
lyrnate or bystander.
si figures compiled
lie, N
C., during
.eic of 1954 indicate/
ren required twor 3r
of treatment for eye
seven required reeye because of inoys or games.
dangerous toy to
, is the pistol that
neeent - appearing,
or suction cupy means of a spring.

Largest

e===•'

Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, Decemb
er 15, 1958
Brush Fire Whips
Toward Many Homes

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Tough Attitude sTit!iinihountnFor
May Unite Berlin Murderer

Vol. LXXIX No. 296

Rudy Edwards
Dies In Mayfield

SAN JUAN QAPISTRANO,
Calif. (UPI) — Turbulent 30-40
mile an hour winds whipped a
raring brush fire toward a canyon dotted with several hundred
homes in C le veland National
Forest today.
EL CAJON. Calif. (UPI) —
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
ment. Pravda, the ofne.al ComA
'Mountain cabin residents In
manhunt
United ,Prew International
for
a
16-ye
ar
munist Party newspaper, said
old boy, the isolated area were
A Calloway County man was at 1:30 this
ordered
afternoon that an
'.PARIS (UPI) — A tough A111-1 today in
believed
to
have
murdered a to evacuate, as were
Moscow Western attaken to the Fuller-Morgan Hos- autopsy had
caretakers
been performed - a
s
stand on West Berlin and' tempts
mother
and
her
four children, of a Methodist
to start "fruitless, headpital
at
Mayfield
yesterd
ay
boys
Edwards and that this report
summer
rejection of a Communist ulti-:
ache-giving talks" will not stop spread today throughout the camp at San Juan Het
morning at 745 and was pro- would be
Springs
heard at the inquest
maturn to quit the city or face! Russian
Southwest.
plans for West Berlin.
nounced dead by physicians this afternoon.
12 miles northeast of here.
He too voiced the
possible war gave renewed 11 nel
Carl Eder, of Irondequoit, N.
there.
Repeats 'Soviet Demands
rmer
Osterman,
fire coordiopinion that the fight earlier in
teday to West Germany that' The first
Graves County Sheriff Walter the night
direct Soviet rorn- Y.. who was befriended by the nator fer the state Forestry
had not contributed to
Fast-West talks may yet reunite ment
on the Western communi- family: fled Friday shortly be- Service, said some 20,000
Spillman told the Ledger and his death.
acres
the divided country.
que came from Tass, the official fore 'Mrs. Lois Pendergast, 37, of valuable watershed
Times
this
afternoon
that
his
brushland
Edwards is married and lias
The American. British, and Soviet news
was found by her husband fataloffice was called about that time two children
agency. It said the
had been burned, 90 per cent of
ages four and feur
French foreign ministers mdt Sunday
communique "gives no ly shot in the hallway of thgr it open land.
when bruises and cuts were seen months.
He was an employee
Sunday with the West German reply to
on
the
body
the Soviet proposals," home.
of
Rudy
Osterman said the firefighters
Edwards, of the Murray Manufactur:ng
foreign minister and issued a and
The couple's four children,
age 27, of K:rksey route one.
repeated! Soviet demands
were not too optimistic about
Company.
iunique r??ffirrning their
Sheriff Spillman said that Virthat the Allies must get out of three boys and a girl aged 2 to control of the blaze and contion to remain in West Bergil Darnell and Hugh Adams,
West Berlin and that the city 9. were found in other parts of tainment "certainly couldn't come
lin and to have free access to
cannot continue aa a threat to the house and an adjoining gar- before Tuesday." •
his way to the office of the companions of Edwards took Edthe city — advance rejection of
age with their throats cut. Two
Communist security.
F
icefighter
,
s
Letger and Times each day to wards to the hospital in Mayfield
from
as
far
north'
any blockade attempt.
The communique was signed af the children had been disem- as the Oregon border were being
his copy a the daily paper. when it appeared that he might
get
The Sunday talks began a
by Secretary of State John Fee- boweled.
flown
in
to
fight
For
he past two years he has be dead.
the
towering
week of important NATO meetThomas Pendergast, 39 the
Be was in the back seat of
ter Dulles. British Foreign Secblaze which broke out Sunday
rended at the Murray Rest
ings. Most important of these is
hueband
and
father.
said
Sunday
retary Selwyn Lloyd, French
his car when it arrived at the
and raced over the inder-dry
---- Home.
the three-day session of the
after
undergoin
g
a
seven
and
a,
Foreign Minister Maurice Couve
Mr. George Pittman passed
brush and squat trees in the
Survivors include three daugh- hespital.
NATO council opening Tuesday.
de Moraine and West German hal hour lie detector test that Trabuco Muuntains,
away on StSnday, just two weeks ters, Mrs. Laura Geurin of Mur- 4 An inquest will be held at 3:00
Today there was a series of lesshe
planned
to
devote
his
life
th
Foreign Minister Heinrich von
About 1.000 firefighters were to the day that he had reached ray route six. Mrs. Ola Falwell pan, this afternoon at the city
er meetings including US.- Brentano
church and youth welfare wort.
his 94th birthday.
of Murray route six, and Mrs. hall in Mayfield Sheriff Spillman
iinadian defense talks.
The aircraft plant worker's lie on firefines by dawn.
Hehad been ill for two weeks Nancy Lovett of Weowoka, Ok- said.
Temperatures in the 80s and
United Press International
Not A \Formal Reply
detector test results were being,
Spillman said that although
before h"death.
lahoma; one son Will Pittman of
Fre-h snows swept out of tee
The four ministers did not
evaluated. Finding a will be 90s and extremely low humidity
Edwards
had
bruises
on
his
Pittman
Mr.
was
well
aided
blaze.
Murray
known
the
two
route
sisters Mrs.
1;
Southland and the Northeast In.
reply formally to Soviet Premier
known sernetime late today or
tor
reepark.eble memory. Even Lucie Evans of Murray route throat and head. he did not day. Weathermen foresaw
Nikita S. Khrushchev's Thanksno maTuesday. Palfee Chief Joseph _ The fire was the second to
think
they
contribute
d
thigh
to
he
his
w
a
advanced
s
erupt
five
and
southern
in
in
Mrs. Susan McCuistion
California in
jor break irr the bitter weattert
giving Day note demanding West
()Connors said.
death.
He
apparently
year
had
s,
been
Mr.
Pittman
could
the
recall
of
past two weeks. More than
Murray route six: one brother,
cloaking much of the nation
Berlin be turned into a "free
,"It is only fair to clear this
United 'Press International
Iradances
of his childhood and Ben Pittman of Highland Park, in a fight earner in the night, he
The brunt of the Eastern store
city" with all Allied troops with
Kentucky burley growers anx- man to strengthen our case 21.000 acres and nearly 30 homes
said.
many
of
historical
facts which Michigan.
moved out into the Atlantic Oceir
drawn. But they stated 'their iously watched early prices as against the other (Eder)", 0'- were destroyed as well as milGraves
County
Coroner
he
had
said
witnessed
during his
He has fourteen grandchildren.
lions of dollars worth of valuSunday night, but deposited n-.01position in words so clear there the fourth week of sales the C,nnors said.
lifetime.
22 great grandchildren and two
crate snowfall amounts along ta
could be no doubt of their firm market would continue to reThe police chief said Fender- able watershed in Malibu. Calif.,
Born
in 1864, Mr. Pittman great great grandchildren.
way to southern New Englai d
intention'.
cover from a decline suffered gaat's statements while being by a fire which raged unchecked
watched
history unfold after the
He was a member of the PopEariler. the storm slammed :aebThe four foreign ministers will last week.
questioned with the polygraa far more than three days until
Civil
War, saw the west become lar Springs Baptist Church. The
Dec. 5
e.
te Dixie, dumping six inche a —
RIT.et Tuesday with the entire
The state Department of Agri- "were consistent with what he
taenee, lived through the 90's funeral will be held at the J. H.
snow at Richmond, Va. I•
NATO council of ministers to culture reported last week's av- told Ii5 before."
and the 20's. He saw the nation Churchill Funeral Home chapel
one to four inches. from note
discuss a reply to Khrushchev. erage was $6688 — a decline of
r.
"I wanted the lie detector
enter a great depression. a great at 1:30 on Tuesday, with Bro.
South Carolina to southeast.
Informed Western sources said $2.90 from the previous week's test," Pendergast said after' the
dought, two world wide conflicts Lloyd Wilson officiating. Burial
Josiah
New
Darnell's
England.
they aa't re prepared to discuss all-fine record of $66 78.
Boys Glee
ordeal "I believe in lie detectors.
and the Korean Wart
will be in the McCuistion ceme- Club (rem the Murray fraMing
As the cold snap stretched w
German reunificatiens with the
The average last week still Pt is my witness next to 'Se
maintaine
fie
active
d
intan
tery.
under
School,
only
on
the direction of into its second week. reaci_ r.gs
Soviets at any time but
$3 70 per 100 pounds above that Lord"
erest in politics, government and
The body will be at the Robert Miller and Ed Hamilton, plunged to zero or below
the old basis of reunification 'if the third week's sales in
—
as far
Cars were checked at the
current eveets. He was an avid funeral home until the funeral
will present a program of Christ- south as Fayettville. Ark. DurFarmars v.ha produced Burley,
following free all-Getman elec- 1957.
nearby Mexican border for Eder.
reader and for many years made hour.
mas
music
for the Methodist ing the night and sub-freeziag
tion
at5.1 hut week totaled 71.- lenefIpooks were manned at Mr-clued and Fire-cured tobacco
Men'' Club Wednsipiay night. tetepentures ranged through
There already were So v let 444,006 pounds. which brought points along highways.
shodittz*enet tail to return their
bee
'WS
wriplaints about any atternepts $47.0'71.45509 to state growers.
marketing cards to the CallowaY
likeuesia. and nerthern ?Weds.
The program will consis: of
Weather Pattern Revereeid
TIT negotiate a German settleCounty Agricultural Stabilizatiah
Tetal sales for the first three
traditional Christmas carols and
However, a warming trend in
and Conservation office at the
weeks total 214.388.952, which
an
instrumental ensemble with the northern plains created a reclose of the marketing season,
be loge $144.164.181.57 and a
solos by Jame. Cherry and Sher- versal of the usual weather patH. B. Fulton of the county office
season average of $67.24 — an
LEBANON
JUNCTION. Ky.
rill Hicks.
tern. Great Falls and Cutbark.
said today. He pointed out that
all-time high.
*
Dan Hutson of Murray was the (UPI) — A Louisville and Na,hAlso at this meeting final prep- Mont.. each recorded 35-degree
return of the card is necessary guest of
Poundage sold thus far this
the Spencer Chemical vine Railroad freight train, crash- ration will
be made for the an- readings at midnight. while ale le
CLINTON. Tenn. (UPI) —The for .pr ogram operations and Company last Wednesday
year represents an, estimated
and ed into a small gasoline-powered nual Meth od is t Men's
Club the Gulf residents of Mibile. A a.
people of this troubled city re- warned that failure to do so can Thursday at the inen.ng
two-thirds of the total crop.
work car today, killing five secof
a
Christmas party for the people and New Orleans shivered in 29
At this time last year, 241,- turned to their daily tasks today cause reduction in 1959 acreage new area fertilizer plant in Hen- tion hands.
of Murray.
and 33-degree temperatures. le379 98'7 pounds of burley had sobered by Billy Graham's plea allotments.
derson, Kentucky.
The dead were identified by
Each member is urged to At- spectively.
The law provides, Mr. Fulton
"gone over the breaks" on state that Clinton became a symbol of
He and other representatives police here as John Brown, Bel- tend and
The Sauthland's cold wave
bring a guest
as
floors for 5152488.748 97 and an "I ••erance, love and understand- said. that tobacco farm acreage of the fertilizer industry toured mont. Ky_. the foreman; Robert
felt during the night from Texas
allotments be reduced for failure the
ing"
average of $63.33
McCluskey. Glasgow. Ky; and
new plant on Wednesday.
io northern Florida, where at
to show disposition of the crops
BRIDGEPORT. Mich. (UPI) —
Total sales through the eightThe following day he Partici- Emmett Cartwright. Arthur HinThe evangidist. holding a one- produced. The return of the
least five deaths have been atFive students were Injured today state burley producing area for
ton. and Lloyd Gray. all of Lebpated
in
a
meeting
concernin
g
tributed to the icy temperatures
when a Cheaspeake & Ohio Rail- the fine three weeks are 324.- day revival Sunday, preached his marketing card is necessary for the use of nitrogen fertilizer anon Junction.
message within stunts of the a complete record of such disOswego, N. Y. was pelted wen
way freight .train struck a stalled 577,000 — or just under three
s5lutions
freight
running
direct
for
The
train
applicatio
was
n
to
bernbed-out Clinton High Schell position.
four inches of snow Sunday morawheol bus at a grade crossing' fourths of the estimated 478 milnorth toward Louisville at about
the
'soil.
which was integrated despite
ing. boosting the total that :
Last year some producers in
-as
lion paund 1956 crop.
here.
7:15 a. m.. CST, when the accifallen in that snow -crippled ,Z
this area had their 1956 allotA number of Kentucky mar- prolonged violence in 1956.
One of the students. Edwar.i
dent
happened.
He told an audience of more ments reduced for failite to rein
the
last
eight
days to 85 inc,..' .
Adams. 6, was taken to St. Liaise kets exhausted their supply in
Railroad officials said the train
including a sprinkling turn marketing cards and other
Oswego Digs Out
Hospital in Saginaw with a pes- Friday's sales and are dependent than 5,000,
wa ea few rrenutes late, which
.Mra•
Negroes.
Ike
of
that
"time
and
unSkies
Burton.
cleared
violations. While the number a
age 80. died
during the aft eible skull fraceire Three girls on dayeto-day deliveries. Olfher
may leive, led the men on he Saturday
derstanding and Christian cour- growers penalized is a small permorning at home on noun. and highway crews m :
Marlene H Robb. 10; Virginia markets reported smaller sales
work car to assume it already South Eighth
achieva
much
can
age
:he
more
than
most
Street in Murray.
of the reprieve to c, ;
centage of the total, the loss can
Ferris. 11. and. Mary Leal 5 e late in the week.
had passed The collision occurred
She is survived by one daugh- Oswego of snow and a feat
hate and misunderstanding."
be severe for farmers affected,
Schwartz. 6, escaped with mijust as the freight train came ter. Mrs.
one-half
Dorsie
layer of ice in
Roberts of Put.aa
nor injuries. The name of 'he
around a bend in the track.
"Whatever our views about Mr. Fulton said.
year, four step-daughters. Mrs. streets.
Little Carolyn Sue Mardis, age
Mr. Fulton says the regulations
fifth injured was note deterrace problems" Graham said. "all
Edmond
Kimbro,
Oak Ridge, Mrs.' "It looks like we're pullina
producer must 12 hours. died at 7:00 am. on
mined. • 4
civilized people are opposed to provide that the
Eulala Elkins, Memphis. Mr.,. Ru- of it," an official said. No
marketing card to the Saturday, December 13 at the
The bus, owned by Bridgeport
violence. Hot heads and cold return his
ble
Edwards and Mrs. Orvon was predicted for the city •.
county office within 30 days Murray Hospital.
public schools. had just m -de
The Hazel P-TA will meet on hearts never solved anything.
Edwards both of Murray, one son,
About an .inch of snow fee a
markets
Survivors are her parents Mr.
final pickup and was "full" when r*cember 18 tit 2:45 A Chris"As a Christian and a south- elite the close of the
Bryan
Simpson. St Louis. three Chicago. bringing the accumt: aand Mrs. Jewel Mardis of Dextit stalled at the Williamson R' mas program will be presented erner. I say we must not allow in the general locality.
step-s
ons, Kelley Burton and Otho tion to 11 inches in the past wa
er; grand parents Mr. and Mrs.
crossing.
by the first, second, and third either integration or segregation
SCHWABACH. Germany (AH- Burton both of Murray and John Temperatures fell below .
John F. Mardis of Dexter; grand
Joe Bon*. who operates a ter- grades.
to be our Gospel.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Herschel TNC) — Pfc Bobby J. Smith. Burton of Mekinne y. Texas during the night for the sixth ...ea
ce station near the crossing. said
The High Srheol home rixen
'We muse respect the haw. But
Robinson of Murray route two; whose wife, Carylon, jives on, Also surviving is one sister, Mrs. of zero or sub-zero reading, in
he heard the bus driver frantical- mothers will be hostesses
keep in mind that it is op,awerless
great grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Route 4. Murray. Ky., recently! Jessie Thurman of Murray and the city this month.
ly trying to start the stalled veAll parents and patrons of the In itself to change the human
participated with the 4th Ar- erne brother. Fonnie Stewart of
Edgar Williams of Almo
hicle and then heard the whistle school are urged to attend this heart, and must be supplanted
Graveside services were held mortd Division's 15th Cavalry Rector. Arkansas.
of the train.
pre-Christmas meeting.
by love,"
Funeral services were held
Saturday in the city cemetery ifi annual combat efficiency Army
He said he grabbed a red rug
Sunday at 2:30 p. m. at the Mt.
with Rev. Loyd Wilson officiat- training tests in Germany.
and ran down the tracks toward
Smith. a dispatcher in the cav- Carmel Baptist Church with D.
ing. The Max Churchill Funeral
the train He said the train was
Herne was in charge.
alry's Headquarters Troop, ar- W Billington and J. H. Thurabout a quarter of a mile from
rived in Europe last December. man in charge of the service.
the intersection and a curve in
Ho entered the Army. in June Burial was in the Lassiter cemethe tracks prevented the engineer
1957 and completed basic train- tery.
om seeing the stalled bus.
'
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla.
The Miller Funeral Home of
ing at Fort Hood, Tex
But the engineer acknowlealged
(UPI)
An Army spokesman
The 23-year-old 5oldier, son Hazel was in charge of thy arthe warning signal and stlfled tr
has s._id that the first primate.
Wayne Ezell of the Murray of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Smith. rangements_
slow down Urnaediately.
shot into space. a squirrel mon- T.raining School FFA. was a Route 1, Kirksey. formerlyPfrnk;aaide`l bus door W3F
wetk--Prises have been announced
key. rode to his death to provide district winner in a FM contest ed for the Chevrolet Division of
facing the aptIllaikft train and
for the Christmas decorating eaavaluable
informatio
man
about
n
Cetera!
to determine the 1958 Kentucky
Motors Corporation in
children poured Na e exit until
test which. is sponsored by 'he
the effects of space :ravel on liv- Champion Future Farmer. He St. Louis, Mo. He was graduated
the train was within a few fee'
Garden Dep,rtment of the Maring organisms.
from
Kirlesey High in 1953.
received a $25.60 US Savings
of the bus.
ray Womens Club.
"LittleeOld Reliable," a vigor- Bond.
The impact lifted the front of
The Murray Electric Sys' .n
ous specimen of his breed, rode
The contest was sponsored by
the bus about two feet in lbe ar
and the West Kentucky To -al
1,700 miles in the nose cane of a the. Courier Journal.
and spun it around.
Cooperative Cory. have don:,
Jupiter missile and apparenily
&A second bus was stopped be$100 to be teed as the ia ise
died after the cone plunged into
VFW WILL MEET
Wind the stalled bus but didn't
Oat Hollencle age 77. died
the south Atlantic Saturday.
at money.
dare to give the strandee•vehick
1:30 pm.
Ships and planes searched the
The regular meeting of the
a push since it might have been
Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Far- Murray Sunday at his home on. , In the contest athere WI.
e
Route three. His death four divisions: house
target area for hours but could Calloway County VFW Post
tr pped in the path of thr
and groo is.
5638 mer of North 10th. street are was
attributed
find
no
trace of the cone
to a heart attack. doorways. picture windows . d
train.
will be held on Tuesday Decem- visiting their son Dr.
Charles
Roy L. Smith, seaman apprentice, USN, son of Mr.
Mr. Holland is survived by children's
But the Army said the experi- ber 16 al the Murray City Hall. Farmer
thrills.
of Troy, Alabama
his wife. Mrs. Effie Holland,
and Mrs. Leon P. Smith of Route 4, Murray, Ky.,
ment was successful because in- The meeting will be held
two
A first, second and third
While there they will attend
at
re- struments 'fastened
sisters
Miss
ceives an honorman certificate and an engraved plaque
Frankie Holland and will be awarded to the wit. . s
to the mon- 7:30 p. m. All members and those the Messiah at
Dothan and Troy, Mrs. Lola James
both of Murray. of each division of the co' at.
daisiug recruit graduation at the Naval Training Center key's body sent back proof thre interested are asked to atttnd. Alabama. The Collegiate
Singers
Mr.
Holland
long periods of weightlessenss are
was a member of First prize in each divisitai
Great Lakes, Ill.
in their Christmas program, and
s
the
Friendship Church of Christ. $12. second
only a little harmful to living
COLDEST 16 BELOW
prize $8 and a
other programs at Troy State Funeral
.Roman K. Schwartz, boatswain's mate first class, creatures.
services will be held prize of $5.00.
College. under the direction of
United Press International
USN, Company Commander of "Hall of Fame
Tuesday at 3:00 p.m at the J., H.
Despite the scientific imporComThe judging will be dor
NEW YORK (UPI) — Coldest Dr. Farmer, head of the
n
pany". 398, made the presentation Nov. 29.
music Churchill Funeral Herne
tance of the monkey test, militant reported temperature
Chapel the night of Friday. Decea
in the .na- department.
r
with
Smith
Bro. Paul Matthews offic- 19
was selected by his instructors, company animal lover groups lodged stern tion today was 16 degrees below
•EENTUCKY
Mestiy cloudy
those
All
who enter are
The program will be held to- iating.
Kprotests. The reaction was not as zero at Spencer,
Burial
"net fellow company members.
uesciay with a chance of some ret--will
be
in
the
ed
to burn lights from 6:30 •
Iowa. the U. S. day at Troy. .A writeup in the
Frienclehip cemetery.
violent as it was last
ow in extreme west, and turnBefore enterieo' the Navy in September 1958,
when Weather Bureau said Sunday's Journal, daily newspaper
10:00 o'clock on that eveniev
of the
he the Russians sent up a year
Friends may call at the J. H.
colder. High 27 to 35.
deg, how- high was 85 at Los Angeles, area, carried a complete
graduated...from 'Vital ay iii;11 School.
All suburban residents art• "[writeup Churchill Funeral
ever.
Home until urged to participate in the cenCalif, Airport.
of the performance.
the service hour.
test,

cc

Fresh Snow
Sweeps Out
Of North

George Pittman Dies
Sunday Morning At
The Age Of 94

itur1P•, Growers
Watch Prices

Glee Club Will
Present Program
For Methodist Men

Return Marketing
!Card Fulton Urges
Tobacco Growers

cocktail rings
irtheton• rings
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$24.95
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House Of Company
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Bobby J. Smith Is
In Training Tests
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Monkey Shot
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Contest
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$3.95
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FARM PAGE

Lo,

Farm News and Other Item, of Interest to Our Readers in the Rural Areas
and Communities of Calloway County

Loci

"Past Month Full For
Kirksey FHA

FARM FACTS

Murray

Livestock
Report

Kirksey Senior 4-H
Club News

Kentucky - The Pasture State. only relatively small areas where
The Kirksey Senior 4-H Club
The Kirksey Future Homemak-'
A few days ago as I drove
along Bluegrass is predominant and
met in the English room Wednescrs of America have had a full
a busy highway. I noticed the "Bluegrass"
does not well desday. December 3. The president,
month for November. They hse.e
auto licenses from other parts cribe
the eastern, northern, souNancy Bazzell. called the meet
participated in many activit.e,
of the country. Cars were from thern or western
parts cd the
Murray Livestock Market
ing to order. Lillie Harrison read
the **Beef
Barro
Mrs.
Price
Du
from
the
State",
**Sunshine state... As one flies over, or drives
:he devotion and Janice Bazzell
report as compiled by
company grave the girls a demonState", -Dairy State". Vacation through Kentucky. there
is one
led a song. Sylvia Tucker and
the Federal' State
stration on- applying make-up
Land". "The Land of Oppor- feature that distinguishes
it from
Debris Mohler led the pledge
Market News
remotwing
tunity". and vampire other states other parts of
and
Some
it.
were
the country - the
to the flags.
Service,
facials. She was enjoyed
with spectal appellations. It made predominance
of pastures and given
Betty Smith. secretary, called
me wonder what title Kentucky
everyone.
by
the variety of livestock grazing
CATTLE: 275. Bulk of receipts the roll and read the minutes.
could ince, aptly claim. We are on it. So. I think that Kentucky
The FHA girls sponsored a
stockers and feeders. Demand She also resigned as secretary
a tabasaco state but not "the" can rightfully claim the title. skating party at the Murray Rolgood. Active. Stocker heifer* 25 and Lorna Ross was elected.
tobacco state because less than!"Pasture State". It is definitely ler Rink. November 17. Everyto 50e higher. Slaughter calves, The president turned the pro4 per cent of our crop !and is a pasture state and one of
the one had lots of fun. It was spon- strong, other cl asses steady. ram over to Eva McCallom.
The
used for that crop and because best in the country. Our rellIng sored as a money making proChoice slaughter heifers $26 90, program was on safety. and
those
Ncr.h Carolina has almost twice Lelds, our wide variety of pas- ject.
standard $23.25 to $24.40, utility! who parekipated wene: Betty
the acreage of tobacco as Ken- ture cremes and Tegumes, arid
For the regular monthly meet- $19.50
to $21.50. Utility cows Adams. Janice Bazzelll, Rheeawe are famous for our our diversity ad livestock enter- mg held in the early part of $1630 to $19.25, commerci
al netta Parker. Sylvia Tucker, Lillie
fine horses but only a few indivi- prises puts Kentucky in top place November. Eva Mae McCallon
$18.00 to $18.80. Canner and Harrison and Carolyn Palmer.
duals are involved in their pro- as a pasture state. Most of our presented the program. The procutters $13.00 to 16-75, utility
Mr. Sims then presented the
duction and handling; we are livestock is of the grazing type. gram was a panel discussion on
and commercial bulls $18.25 to girls with medals they had won
sometimes known as "The Blue- Our da:ry cattle are predomin- "Activities
Future
Hommakers $22.60. Good and choice stocker ,
at the county on achievements.
grass State" but that is a nus- antly pasture fed, as are our beef Can Carry Out in Home. School
steers $26.75 to $29.50. few choice They
were: Sandra
Bedwellnorner because Kentucky h a s cattle and sheep. Where other and Community." Those on 'he
$30.00 to $30.50, medium 103-50 Breads. Clothing and Freezing:
panel
were
Mrs.
Howard
Barzell
states depend 'principally on
to $2600 Good and choice stock- E v a
McCailon-Frozen
Foods;
'grain. silage and hay for their Nancy Baxzell, Mrs. Jame Gray en heifers $24.50 to $27.75, few Nancy Baszell
- Health. Lill ie
ANOTHER OWTW?
livestock feed. Kentucky's fann- and Dana Gray. A new FHA choice $28.00 to $28.50. Medium Harrison- Dairy,
Clothing and
ers depend upon the extent and gavel was presented to the chap- $21.75 to $24.00. Choice feeders Frozen
Foods; Toni BurchettHOLLYWOOD
UPI)- Da- quality of _ their pastures for ter by one of the mothers and the $24.70 to 127_25, medium and Breads;
Janet Like-Dairy Devisl 0 Selznick. whose "Gone livestock profits. And. incidently, president was presentel a presigood $23 00 to $26.00.
monstration. Health and Junior
With the Wind" is already the Kentucky's opportunity in agri- dents's pin.
CALVES: 86. Active. Steady to Leadership; Lorna Rose-Yard Imbiggest box affice draw in movie culture lies largely in the abi!ity
Norma Doore. assistant Hishigher. Good and choice 200 provement; Betty Smith -Beef,
and
history, is think:rig oif produc- of it's farmers to expand. im- Jorian. resigned so an election SOe
to 225 pound vealers $34.75, Carolyn
Palmer-Clothing
and
ing a Broadway musical version prove. and utilize their pas:
was held for a new one. Marilyn
standard and good $28.75 to Demonstration.
of the Margaret Mitchell opus.
Id- Youngblool was elected.
lands. Here it is almost
calves
slaughter
$30 25. Choice
The Kirksey Future HomemakAfter announcements by Mrs
winter and much of our vesstOeir
good $24.50 to $2425.
$27
Palmer the meeting was adjournis still on an all • tire ration, ers of America have certainly standard 221.25 to $23.50.
while, in many • peting areas had a hteer menth We hope the
HOGS: 1$5. Bulk of receisins d.
already had to patrons of cur community under- most mixed weight and grade
stockmen
SOVIET WRITER FLEES
eir supply of stored stand mare fu:ly h.tie imporant butchers. Active. Fully steady.
draw on
feed.
t there are millions af an organization FHA really is. Bulk US. No. 1, 2 and 3 barrows
BERLIN
- Soviet writEva Mae McCallon
of land in Kentucky that
and gilts 200 to 2.30 lbs. $1850.
er Alexander Tsheyshivili has
Kirksey FHA Reporter
are still idle, waste and unpro23.5 to 350 lbs. 500.00, 255 lbs
fled To West Berlin, the
ductive. It is the conversion of '.
up $17.50, 160 to 180 ibf• $17•50,
Berlin newspaper -B. Z"
rtOnly 10 per cent of Argentina's
these acres to productive pas400 to 450 lb slaughter sows
ed Thursday
Tshev
vile 55,
land
is
under
cultivation.
About
.
$15 50 155 lb feeder pigs $16.50.
fled to West Berl
last Fiiiday hires that after an oppoetunity 30 Par cent
is regarded
easm- SHEEP: nominal receipts.
from an aut
conference in for expding Kentucky's farm - bie of producing crops. 0
grass or
East Ber
t. said.
incosikek.
forests.
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Kirksey Junior 4-H
Club News
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Faxon Senior 4-H
Club News

A group of the Kirksey Junior
4-H boys met for an electrical
project meeting on Thursday,
December 4. at the home of their
leader. Mrs. Kenneth Palmer. At
this third project meeting the
group studied how energy provides heat, heating elements and
thrmostats.
At an earlier meeting officer'
for this project group were appointed as follows; Captain Jimmy Anderson, Secretary, Dan
Earley and Reporter, Gary Ezell.
During this meeting Hugh Outland gave a demonstar ion on
wiring and use of pin-up lamps
and Michael Palmer demonstrated
wiring utility lamps and their use.
Other boys in Unit II electricity
are Steve Treas and Larry Blakely. David Belcher is taking Unit
I electricity.
Discussion was held on different projects each boy could
make and separate groups were
organized
Gary Ezell, Reporter

On December 1st the Faxon
Senior 4-H Club me' in the lunch
;room Presideeit Ruth Roberts
called the meeting to order Connie Morgan led the pledge to the
American Flag and Keith Hays
led the 4-H pledge Joe Pat Phillips was in charge of the devotional. The Bible reading was
7.uke 2:1-20. The song leaders.
Janite Wilkers'in and Rob Wels:on, led "Jingle Belts- and "(DO
come Ye Faithful."
The roll was called and the
minutes were read by Secretary
Marilyn Duncon There were 20
boys and 12 girls present.
The program was then turend
over to Vice President Terry
Farris. Parts were given and read
by the following: Evelyn Donelson, Rob Walston. Eddie Clyde
Hale and Janice Wilkerson. We
paid special attention to the
fourth part for a safer Christmas.
David Alexander read the Christmas Book.
We then played games and
drew pictures. The leaders for
the games were Evelyn Donelson,
SANTAS ON INCREASE
Marilyn Duncan. Keith Hays and
SANTA CLAUS. Ga. (UPI) Rob Walston.
There are more Santa Clauses
than ever this year.
The population of this smallest! South America is the
fourth
incorporated community in Geor-' largest continent. It is nearly
2.gia has jumped horn two to four 000.000 square miles smaller than
persons.
North America.

Eye Safety Is
Stressed By
Professor
CHICAGO - (UPI) - Christmas toys are becoming more daii
geruus to children's eyes than
Fourth of July fireworks. an eye
expert has warned parents.
'Professor Frank W. Newell, of
the University of Chicago Department of Surgery, said seemingly innocent toys are causing
3 mounting number of eye injuries during the holiday period.

The Home Economics 11 Class
of the Murray Training School
has just ocmpleted a unit on entertaining. To put to practice
what they had learned in th
unit they-had a "coffee" for kbh!rh school student towbars aid!
'he enOtrsoal
th, school. Mr
Ma: G. McRanel.
Class mernbairs preparing ant
LBO -coffee
- renting
we:'
Hostesses, Shidley Crutcher a.
Sh.rley Culpepper_ The room w.
decorated in fall colors by Ste'
ley Crutcher. Shirley Culpep. •
The refres merits were Ban • ,
nut bread. coffee cake, coffee
Hot Cocoa which were made an'
served by Virginia Fielder .1 •
Waldrop. Jean Curd. Ann Es at:.
Bart araRay. K.a hye Parker, arc
W nia Morton. Those on the en-,
tertaining committee were Phyllis
lifaupin. Karen Covey and
McKee!.
' Prizes were given the student!
, teachers with lucky numbers [
Those winning were; Ann Craft.
! Art teacher; Elizabeth 'Webb,i
I Business teacher; Don Sutherland.
• Math teacher, Ben Sydbote•
Math teacher
Other student teachers atteni.
ing were Bettie Brazzill. Caro
Ion Roberts. Jenny Evans. Bc
Tolley, Jerry Thomas. Barba'.
'Allen, Richard Allen, Pat, Tow.
send, Billy Ild'igruder. Jesse •
English, Eue Grable. and Dort..
'Bailey
Shirley Elaine Crutcher

hil

It is seldom the eyes of the
child using dangerous toys that
are hurt, he said, but usually the
eyes of a playmate or bystander.
Nowell said figures compiled
In Fayetteville, N. C., during
Christmas week of 1954 indicate
that 24 children required twor Or
more weeks of treatment for eye
injuries and seven required removal of an eye because of injury from toys or games.

cir

The most dangerous toy to
use, he said, is the pistol that
shoots an innocent - appearing,
1%X:or-tipped or suction cuptipped dart by means of a spring.
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MASTER STRATEGIST
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -Eddie
Yawitz, co-manager of ex -welterweight champion Virgil Akin
says chimpion Don Jordan
currently the ring's -master stra
tegist" because he figure's how
to outmaneuver an opponent andj
then carries out his plan with
any required variations under thei
'heaviest fire.
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DIANE,'

DON MIJRAY eters with
VARSI in "FROM HELL TO
TEXAS", now showing on
thet
same program at tth• VARSITY
THEATRE with "THE FLY a
susprowtui science fiction thriller.,
BOTH feature* are in TECHIN-.
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Dr. Newell urged parents not
to buy arrows, darts or air rift.
for their youngsters unless they
are prepaad to supervise their
use.
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Tough Attitude
May Unite Berlin

— (UPI) — Christi becoming more dazi
children's eyes than
sly Lreworks. an eye
warned parents.
Frank W. Newell, of
ity of Chicago DeSurgery, said seemort toys are causing
number of eye in( She holiday period.
11 urged parents not
Vs., darts or air rifh
)ungsters unless they
d to supervise their
om the eyes of the
dangerous toys that
said, but usually the
aymate or bystander.
lid figures compiled
'Ole, N. C., during
eek of 1954 indicate
leen required twor Or
of treatment for eye
seven required reeye because of intoys or games.

By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
ment. Pravda, the offic.al ComUnited Press International
munist Party newspaper, said
•PARIS (UPI) — A tough Ani- today in Moscow Western atstand on West Berlin and tempts to start "fruitless, headrejection of a Communist ulti- ache-giving talks" will
not stop
matum to quit the city or face Russian plans for West Berlin.
possible war gave renewed h-ne
Repeats !Soviet Demands
today to West Germany that
The first direct Soviet comFast-West talks may yet reunite ment on the Western communithe divided country.
que came from Tass, the official
The American. Bri'ish, and S 'Viet news agency. It said the
French foreign mOrielers melt Sunday communique "gives no
Sunday with the West German reply to the Soviet proposals,"
foreign minister and issued a and repeat.* Soviet demands
ccimunique r?.?ffirrning their that the Allies must get out of
i
ntion to remain in West Ber- West Berlin and that the city
lin and to have free access to cannot continue as a threat to
the city — advance rejection of Communist security.
any blockade attempt.
The communique was signed
The Sunday talks began a by Secretary of State John Fog
week
important NATO meet- ter Dulles. British Foreign Secings. Most important of these is retail. Selwyn Lloyd, French
the three-day session of the Foreign Minister Maurice Couve
NATO council opening Tuesday. de Murville and West German
Today there was a series of less- Foreign Minister Heinrich von
er meetings i ncluding US.- Brentano
iinadian defense talks.
Not A \Formal Reply
The four ministers cEd not
reply formally to Soviet Prernier
Nikita S. Khrushchev's Thanksgiving Day note demanding West
Berlin be turned into a "free
United Press International
city" with all Allied troops with
Kentucky burley growers anxdrawn. But they stated their iously watched early.,-,prices as
position in words so clear there the fourth week of Ales the
could be no doubt of their firm market would continue to reintentions.
-cover from a decline suffered
ftThe four foreign ministers will last week.
!Wet Tuesday with the entire - The state Department of AgriNATO council of ministers to culture reported last week's avdiscuss a reply to Khrustichev. erage was $e5 88 — a decline of
Informed Western !retirees said $2.90 from the previous week's
they were prepared to discuss all-time record of $66.78.
German reunificatinns with the
The average last week still
Snores at any time but only on $3 70 per 100 pounds above that
reunification
the old basis of
•of the third week's sales in
following free all-German elec- 11/57
tion,.
lelt we
totaled 71.There already were So v ie t 44-4106 pounds, which brought
twnepts
orniptaints about any a t
347.071.46580 to state growers.
tiff negotiate a German settleTotal sales for the first three
weeks total 214.388.952. which
ins tight $144.164:181.57 and a
season average of $61.24 — an
all-time high.
Poundage sold thus far th:s
year represents an estimated
two-tMrds of the total crop.
At this time last year, 241,379 987 pounds of burley had
"gone over the breaks" on slate
floors for $152 R88.746 97 and an
average of $83.33.
Total sales through the eightBRIDGEPORT. Mich. (UPI) —
Five students were injured today state burley producing area for
when a Cheaspeake dr Ohio Rail- the first three weeks are 324.way freight .train struck a stalled 577,000 — car just under three
scheol bus at a grade crossing fourths of the estimated 478 million pound 19M crop_
here.
Kentucky matA number
One of the students. Edward
Adams. 6. was taken to St. Luke - kets exhausted their supply In
Hoeipital in Saginaw with a preo. Friday's sales and are dependent
hle skull fracture Three girlz on day-to-day deliveries Oer
illartene 'H Robb. 10; Virginia markets reported arnaller sales
Ferris. 11. and Mary Lou Is e late in the week.
Schwartz. 6. escaped with minor injuries. The name of 'he
fifth injured was not• determined.
The bus, owned by Bridgeport
The Hazel P-TA will meet on
public schools, had just m-rie it
final pickup and was "full" when ifteember 18 tit 2:45 A Chrismas program will be presented
it stalled at the Williamson
by the first, second, and third
• •• Bomk, who operates a ser- grades.
The High School home mem
IP!.., station near the crossingOsaid
he' heard the bus driver franticai- mothers will be hostesses
All parents and patrons of the
ly trying to start the stalled vehicle and then heard the whistle school are urged to attend this
pre-Christmas meeting.
of the train.
He said he grabbed a red rug
and ran down the tracks toward
the train. He said the train was
about a quarter of a mile from
the intersection and a curve in
the tracks prevented the engineer
0rn seeing the stalled bus.
But the engineer acknowledged
the warning signal and szirted
stow down iretnediately.
Bonk saids`s1 bus door was
facing the apellkili
rg train and
childrenpoured
be exit until
the train was within a few fee'
of the bus.
The impact lifted the front of
the bus about two feet in the ao
and spun it around.
ek A second bus was stopped beWind the stalled bus but didn't
dare to give the strands4 vehicle
a pustince it might have been
lp•W1
in the path of 'Fir
'rain
Roy L. Smith,

a
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Weather
Report
United Press Intiornatlortal
KENTUCKY
Mostly cloudy
•clay with a chance of some
.w in extreme west, and turncolder. High 27 tn 35.11

Manhunt
Still On For
Murderer

EL CAJON. Calif. (UPI) — A
manhunt for a 16-year old boy,
believed to have murdered a
mother and her four children,
spread today throughout the
Southwest.
Carl Eder, of Irondequoit, N.
Y.. who was befriended by the
family. fled Friday shortly before Mrs. Lois Pendergast, 37,
was feund by her husband fatally shot in the hallway of thefr
home.
The couple's four children.
three boys and a girl aged 2 to
9. were found in other parts of
the house and an adjoining garage with their throats cut Two
of the children hart been disembow eled.
Tivenas Pendergast, 39 the
husband and father. said Sunday
after undergoing a seven and a
hal hour lie detector test that
he planned to devote his life t8
church and youth welfare work.
The aircraft plant worker's lie
detector test results were being
evaluated. Findings will be
known sometime late today or
Tuesday. Pstrete Chief Joseph
Dronnors said.
"It is only fair to clear this
man to strengthen our case
against the other (Eder)", CFnnors said.
C,
The police chief said Pendergast's statements while being
questioned with the polygraaill
"were consistent with what he
told us before."
"I wanted the lie detector
test." Pendergast said after' the
ordeal "I believe in lie detectors.
It is my witness next to the
Lord"
Cars were checked at the
nearby Mexican border for Eder.
Bekstaiocks were manned at
points along highways

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
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SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO,
Calif. (UPI) — Turbulent 30-40
mile an hour winds whipped a
raring brush fire toward a canyon dotted with several hundred
homes in C le veland National
Forest tuday.
'Mountain cabin residents in
the isolated area were ordered
to evacuate, as were caretakers
of a Methodist boys summer
carnp at San Juan Hot Springs
12 miles northeast of here.
s
Emer Osterman, fire coordinator for the state Forestry
Service, said torne 20,000 acres
of valuable watershed brushland
had been burned, 90 per cent. of
It (Awn land.
Osterman said the firefighters
were not too optimistic about
control of the blaze and containment "certainly couldn't come
before Tuesday.".. •
Fieefighters from as far north
as the Oregon border were being
flown in to fight the towdring
blaze which broke out Sunday
and raced over the inder-dry
Mr. George Pittman passed
brush and squat trees in the
1 away on Sunday, just two weeks
Trabuco Mountains.
About 1.000 firefighters were to the day that he had reached
his 94th birthday.
on firerines by dawn.
He had been ill for two weeks
Temperatures in the 80s and
90s and extremely low humidity beftire his death.
Mr. Pittman was well known
aided 'he blaze.
The fire was the second to for his remarkable memory. Even
erupt in southern California in th.ciprgh he w a s advanced in
the past two weeks. More than yews. Mr. Pittman could recall
21,000 acres and nearly 30 homes inAances of his childhood and
were destroyed as well as mil- of many historical facts which
lions of dollars worth of valu- he had witnessed during his
able watershed in Malibu, Calif.,
B ,rn in 1864, Mn. Pittman
by a fire which raged unchecked
for more than three days until watched history unfold after the
Civil War, saw the west become
Dec. 5.
tamed, lived through the 90's
and the 20's. He saw the nation
enter a great depression. a great
dought, two world wide conflicts
and the Korean War.
fie maintained an active interest in politics, government an
current events. He was an avid
Farmers who produced Burley.
reader and for many years made
Air-cured and Fire-cured tobacco
ahoellieltNtert fail to return their
marteting cards to the Calloway
County Agricuitural Stabilizatioh
and Conservation office at the
close oif the marketing season,
H. B. Fulton of the county office
said today. He pointed out that
Dan Hutson of Murray wa, the
return of the card is necessary guest of the Spencer Chemical
for program operations and Company last Wednesday and
warned that failure to do so can Thursday at the opening of a
cause reduction in 1959 acreage new area fertilizer plant in Henallotments.
derson. Kentucky.
The law prsvides. Mr. Fulton
He and other representatives
acreage
farm
tobacco
that
said,
of the fertilizer industry toured
allotments be reduced for failure the new plant on Wednesday.
to show disposition of the crops
The following day he parteciproduced. The return cif the pated in a meeting concerning
necessary
for
marketing card is
the use of nitrogen fertilizer
a complete record of such dis- solutions for direct application to
position.
the soil.
Last year some producers in
this area had their 1958 allotments reduced for fail*e to return marketing cards and other
violations. While the number Of
growers penalized is a small percentage of the total. the loss can
be severe for farmers affected,
Mr Fulton said.
Little Carolyn Sue Mardis. age
Mr. Fulton says the•regulations
provide that the producer must 12 hours, died at 7:00 arq. on
return his marketing card to the Saturday, December 13 at the
county office within 30 days Murray Hospital.
Survivors are her parents Mr.
after the close of the markets
and Mrs. Jewel Mardis of DextIn the general locality.
en; grand parents Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Mardis of Dexter; grand
parents Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Robinson of Murray route two;
great grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Williams of Alnio.
Graveside services were held
Saturday in the city cemetery
with Rev. Loyd Wilson officiating. The Max Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge.

Rudy Edwards
Dies In Mayfielfi
A Calloway County man was
taken to the Fuller-Morgan Hospital at Mayfield yester d a y
morning at 7:45 and was pronounced dead by physicians
there.
Graves County Sheriff Walter
Spillman told the Ledger and
Times this afternoon that his
office was called about that time
when bruises and cuts were seen
on the body of Rudy Edwards,
age 27, of Kirksey route one.
Sheriff Spillman said that Virgil Darnell and Hugh Adams,
companions of Edwards took Edwards to the hospital. in Mayfield
when it appeared that he might
be dead.
.He was in the back seat of
his car when it arrived at the
hospital.
An inquest will be held at 3:00
p.m. this afternoon at the city
hall in Mayfield Sheriff Spillman
said.
Spillman said that although
Edwards had bruises on his
throat and head, he did not
think they contributed to his
death. He appare.ntly had been
in a fight earlier in the night, he
said.
Graves County Coroner said

at 1:30 this afternoon that 13
autopsy had been performed - rt
Edwards and that this report
would be heard at the inquest
this afternoon. He too voiced the
opinion that the fight earlier in
the night had not contributed to
his death.
Edwards is married and
as
two children ages four and four
months. Ile was an employee
of the Murray Manufacturing
Company.

Fresh Snow Sweeps Out
Of North

his way to the office of the
Ledger and Tinies each day to
get his copy of the daily paper.
For 'he past two years he has
reslided at the Murray Rest
Home.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Laura Geurin of Murray route six, Mrs. Ola Falwell
of Murray route six, and Mrs.
United Press International
Nancy Lovett of Weowoka. OkFreAl snows swept out of tat.
lahoma; one son Will Pittman of
Southland and the Northeast InMurray route 1; two sisters, Mrs.
day. Weathermen foresaw no maLucie Evans of Murray route
jor break in the bitter weathe
five and. Mrs. Susan McCuistion
cloaking much of' the nation
of Murray route six; one brother,
The brunt of the Eastern atom
Ben Pittman of Highland Park,
moved out into the AtlanticOcear
Michigan.
Sunday night. but deposited modHe has fourteen grandchildren.
erate snowfall amounts 'along tis
22 great grandchildren and two
way to southern New .Englasd
great- great grandchildren.
Eariler. the storm slammed OtHe was a member of the Popto Dixie, dumping six inche.mat
lar Springs Baptist Church. The
snow at Richmond, Va. It lr ft
funeral will be held at the J. H.
one to four inches' from nort1- .•.-n
Churchill Funeral Home chapel
South Carolina to southeast. Ii
at 1:30 on Tuesday. with Bro.
Lloyd Wilson officiating. Burial
•
Josiah
Darnell's Boys Glee New Iikagland.
McCuistion
cemeAs the cold snap stretched well
will be in the
Club from :he Murray framing
tery.
School, under the direction of into its second week. read:r.gs
The body will be at the Robert Miller and Ed Hamilton, plunged to zero or below as tar
funeral home until the funeral' will present a program of Christ- south as Fayettville. Ark. Durhour.
mas muoc for the Methodist ing the night and sub-freer:s
Men's _Club Wedritriay night. tenperalures ranged t h r 0 11,2 ii
Bev. one
and northern Florida.
;
4St•tata
Weather Pattern Reversed
This program will consist of
However, a warming trend in
traditional Christmas carols and
an instrumental ensemble with the northern plains created a rerA
solos by James Cherry and Sher- versal of the usual weather petJUNCTION. Ky. rill Hicks.
LEBANON
tern Great Falls and Cutbark.
NashLouisville
and
(UPI) — A
Also at this meeting final prep- Mont.. each' recorded 35-degies
crashtraini
freight
Railroad
ville
ration will be made for the an- readings at midnight. while aleig
ed into a small gasoline-powered nual Method is t Men's
CLINTON. Tenn. (UPI) —The
Club the Gulf residents of Mibile. A a.
today,
killing five sec- Christmas party for
work car
people of this troubled city rethe people and New Orleans shivered in 2:11
tion hands.
and 33-degree temperatures. leturned to their daily tasks today
of Murray.
The dead were identified, by
sobered by Billy Graham's plea
Each member is urged to at- spectively.
police here as John Brown. Bel- tend and bring a guest.
that Clinton become a symbol of
The Southland's cold wave A'13
mont. Ky, the foreman; Robert
"to'erance, love and understandfelt during the night from Texas
McCluskey, Glasgow. Ky; and
ing."
to northern Florida, where at
Emmett Csrtwright. Arthur Hinleast five deaths
'seen atholding
onea
evangelist,
The
ton, and Lloyd Gray. all if Lebtributed to the icy temperatures.
preached
Sunday.
his
day revival
anon Junction.
Oswego, N. Y. was pelted won
message within same of the
The freight train was running
four inches of snow Sunday mornbornbed-out Clinton High School
north toward Louisvine as about
ing. boosting the. total that nas
which was integrated despite
7:15 a. in. CST, when the accifallen in that snow-crippled
prolonged violence in 1968.
dent happened.
in the last eight days to 85 incoe .
He told an audience of more
Railroad officials said the train
Oswego Digs Out
than 5.000. including a sprinkling
wa a few minutes late, which
Mr.,. Ike Burton. age 80. died
Skies cleared during the afoi of Negroes, that "time and unmay h:ve led the men on the Saturday morning at home on noun, and highway crews m
derstanding and Christian courwork car to assume it already South Eighth Street in Murrsy. the most of the reprieve to c. :
age can achievs much more than
had passed 'the collision occurred
She is survived by ore daugh- Oswego of snow and a foot
t1
hats' and misunderstanding."
just as the freight train came ter, Mrs. Dorsie Roberts of
sa
Pur- cane-half layer of ice in
bend
around
in
a
the
track.
year. four step-daughters, Mrs. streets.
"Whatever our views about
Edmond Kimbro, Oak Ridge, Mrs.
"It looks like we're puffins
t
race problems" Graham said. "all
Eulala Elkins, Memphis. Milt Ru- of it," an official said. No
o
civilized people are opposed to
bor Edwards and Mrs. Ofsron was predicted for the city
violence. Hot heads and cold
About an 'inch of snow fe..
Edwards both of Murray, one son,
hearts never solved anything.
Bryan Simpson. St Louis. threc Chicago, bringing the accurno
"As a Christian and a southstep-sons, Kelley Burton and Otho tion to 11 inches in the past vo.
erner. I say we must not allow
ci
either integration or segregation
SCHWABACH. Germany (AH- Burton both of Murray and John Temperatures fell below
to be our Gospel.
TNC) — Pfc Bobby J. Smith. Burton of Mckinre y. Texas during the night for the sixth ,
"We must respect the law. But
whose wife. Carylon. iives on Also surviving is one sister. Mrs. of zero or sub-zero reading- in
keep in mind that it is powerless
Route 4. Murray, Ky., recently 1Jessie Thurman of Murray and the city this month
In itself 'to change the human
participated with the 4th Ar- cne brother. Fonnie Stewart of
heart, and must be s'upplan'ted
mortd Division's 15th Cavalry 'Rector. Arkansas.
Funeral services
by love."
were _held
IA . annual combat efficiency Army
Sunday at 2:30 p. m at the Mt.
training tests in Germany.
Carmel
Baptist
Church with D.
Smith. a.dispatcher in the cavalry's Headquarters Troop. ar- W. Billington and J. H. Thurman
in
charge of the service.
rived in. Europe last December.
lie entered the Army in June Burial was in the Lassiter cemetery.
1957 and completed basic 'trainThe Miller Funeral Home of
ing at Fort Hood, Tex.
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla.
The 23-year-old soldier, son Hazel was in charge of the ar(UPI) — An Army spokesman
rangements.
has ssid that the first primate
Wayne Ezell of the Murray of Mr. snd Mrs. Kermit Smith,
shot into space. a squirrel mon- Training School FFA. was a Roule I. Kirksey, formerly workPrizes have been announced
key, rode to his death to provide district winner in a FFA contest ed for the Chevrolet Division of
for the Christmas decnrating con-General
Motors
itiformation
about.
Corporation
valuable
in
man
to determine the 1948 Kentucky
test which is sponsored by :he
the effects of space ;ravel on liv- Chamtion Future Farmer. He St. Louis, Mo. He was graduated
Garden Department of 'the Murfrom
Kirlesey
High
ing organisms.
in
1953.
received -a $2500 US Savir.gs
ray Womens Club.
"Little Old Reliable," a vigor- Bond.
The Murray Electric Syssein
ous specimen of his breed, rode
The contest was sponsored by —
and the West Kentucky Rcirol
1.700 miles in the nose cane of a the Courier Journal.
Cooperative Corp have dona ed
Jupiter missile and apparen'ly
$100 to be toed as the pros
died after the cone plunged into
VFW WILL MEET
Ott Holland. age 77, died at money.
the south Atlantic Saturday.
1:30 pm. Sunday at his home on
In the contest Acre WS. .e
Ships and planes searched the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Far- Murray Route
The regular meeting of the
three. His death four divisions: house and grou 13.
target area for hours but could Calloway County VFW Post 5638 mer of North 101h. street are
was attributed to a heart attack. doorways, picture windows
id
find no trace of the cone
will be held on Tuesday Decem- visiting their son Dr. Charles
Mr. Holland is survived by children's thrills.
But the Army said the experi- ber 16 at the Murray City Hall. Farmer of Troy, Alabama.
seaman apprentice, USN, son of Mr.
his wide. Mrs. Effie
two
A first, second and third tr .te
and Mrs. Leon P. Smith of Route 4, Murray, Ky., re- ment . was successful because in- The meeting will be held at ' While there they will attend sisters Miss Frankie Holland,
Holland and will be awarded to the winners
ceives an honorman certificate and an engraved plaque struments 'fastened to the mon- 7:30 p. m. All rrombers and those the Messiah at Dothan and Troy, Mrs. Lola James both of Murray.
of each division of the coet ot.
during recruit graduation at. theNaval Training ('enter key's body 'sent back proof tha interested are asked to atttnd. Alabama. The Collegiate Singers Mr. Holland was a member of First prize in each division S
long periods of weightlessenss are
in their Christmas program, and the Friendship
Great Lakes, Ill.
Church of Christ. $12. second prize $8 and a 'toil
only a little harmful to living
other programs at Troy State Funeral
COLDEST 16 BELOW
services will be held prize of $5.00.
.Roman K. Schwartz, boatswain's mate first class, creatures.
College, under- the direction of Tuesday at 3:00
p.m at the J. H.
The judging will be dons
n
USN, Company Commander of "Hall of Fame ComDespite the scientific imporNEW YORK (UPI) — Coldest Dr. Farrner. head of the music Churchill Funeral
Home Chapel the night of Friday. Decer scr
pany", 398, made the presentation Nov. 29.
tance of the monkey test. militant reported temperature in the na- department.
with Bro. Paul Matthews offit- 19. All ;hose who enter
are ekSmith was selected by his instructors, company animal lover groups lodged stern tion today was 16 degrees below
The program0Will be held to- iating. Burial
will be in the ed to burn lights from 6:30 oictil
protests. The reaction was not as zero at Spencer, Iowa. the U. S. day at Troy. A writeup in the
r^-•••••
'
,rid fellow company members.
Friendship cemetery.
o'clock on that evening.
Betore enterii17 the Navy in September 1958, he violent as it was last year when Weather Bureau said Sunday's Journal, daily newspaper of th'b Friends may call at the J. H. 10:00
All ssiburban residents are urthe Russians sent up a dog. how- high was 85 at Los Angeles, area, carried a complete writeup
Churchill Funeral Home until urged to participate in
or:flint-alit! from Mtirtay iiih School.
the conever.
Calif., Airport.
of the performance.
the service hour.
test.
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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 15, 1958
Brush Fire Whips
Toward Many Homes

ham Plea
Sobers Clinton

George Pittman Dies
Sunday Morning At
The Age Of 94

Glee Club Will
Present Program
For Methodist Men

Return Marketing
Card Fulton Urges
Tobacco Growers

Dan Hutson Is
Visitor At Open
House Of Company

Five Die As Train
Hits Work Car

1

City Resident
Dies Saturday

Infant Girl
Dies Saturday

Bobby J. Smith
In Training Tests

Information
Gained In
Monkey Shot

Prizes Are
Given For
Contest

Wayne Ezell Is
District Winner

Ott Holland

Mr. And Mrs. Farmer
To Attend Program

Passes Away
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Hard Fighting Murray Pushes
Maroons All The Way In Loss
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Mond
The Mur
will meet
man'ts club

•
If you want to win, you've got the outset crf the second halt and garded by 5,000 Murray State nical foul. The Maroons were
to fight *very inch of the way. commanded its one-point lead fans as a tremendous victory for charged with 19 personals.
That's ti* silent challenge that for three and one-half minutes the Racers. The Thoroughbreds
Dale Alexander led the Racer
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE V•ITMER CO. 1368
the Murray State Racers flung until Johnny West tied the scorio had played the nation's eighth- scoring with 14 points. Terry
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.. 2.50 Park Ave, New lurk, 307 N. bloom.
gan Ave., Chicago: 80 Bolyston St, Boston.
at the Mississippi State Maroons 41-41 o na fielder. Howell scored ranked team right down to the Darnall tallied 13 points and
Saturday and in the battle that on a charity toss and Wilkins wire and famed Bailey Howell, Ken Peterson picked up 12
Entered at the Fost Office, Murray, Kentucky, fur trausiuusaion asIT STARTED LIKE THIS . .
ensued the Maroons edged by retaliated with a one-pointer to all-American candidate had been points. Howell had 18 points for
Second Class Matter
Murray State 63-62 before a deadlock the affair 42-42. Usher held to only 18 points, 10 of Mississippi and Graves notched
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
per
crowd of 5,000 in the Murray connected for the Maroons but those points from the charity 17. Hull added 10 for the Mamonth 85e. In Callosay and adjouung counties, per year, $3.,), elseState Sports Arena.
Wilkins came through with a lane.
roons.
where, 35 50.
The eighth - ranked Maroons bucket for Murray and the score
The Racers outscored the MaMurray State will meet the
8-4
lead
broke into an
but Terry stood 44-44. _Miazdsolopi State roons of Coach Babe McCarthy
Darnall and Dale Alexander moved away but the Racers 27 to 18 on succtoseul field goal University of Mississippi her,:
MONDAY - DECEMBER 15. 195$
knotted !he score at 10-all. Mis- fought back and Peterson knot- attempts. Mississippi State con- Saturday nigv in a bid to better
Sissippi moved into a slim lead ted the count 50-60 on a follow nected on 27 of 31 free throw its 2-2 mark
but big /Len Peterson agafft up tip-in. 01R1ordan scored a attempts for 87 per cent. Murray
1M ississippi Gtate (63)
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
deadlocked the contest 20-20 on one-pointer with 9:38 remaining hit 8 of 15 charity tosses for 53
a winning hook. Jerry Graves for a 51-50 advantage but Graves per cent. Murray was charged
Hull 10, l.stito 6. Gvaves 17,
$130.000
New School Buildings ..
picked up a charity toss for the and Howell pushed the Maroons with 19 personals and one tech- Howell 18, 11.,i15r 6. Ke..I in 6.
Maroons and Terry Darnall fol- back into the lead.
'Murray Slate (62)
Planning Commission with Professional
lowed through with a basket to
O'R:ordan 8, Darnall 13. PetConsultation
Dale Alexander pushed in
give Murray State a 22-21 aders 41 12, West 2. Wilkins -7
vantage. Murray moved ahead fielder to marrow the margin to
Alexander 14, Brooks 6.
-411
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
by four points on a basket by 55-58 and Brooks cut the gap to
Alexander and a free throw by one peint, 57-58. With a one
Industrial Expansion
Ken Peterson. Wilkins came into point advantage, 'highly regarded
REDLgGS SIGN OTERO
NEW CONCOrlD
Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
the game with 806 showing on Mississippi State stalled for four
minutes.
Bailey
Howell
drew
a
in
quickly
flipped
and
CHR
I
ST
M
clock
AS
the
Widened Streets In Some Areas
a bucket to push the Racers out trip to the foul line with 1:29
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Rt•ggls
INVITATIONAL
Continued Home Building
remaining in the game and hit
front 22-21.
Otero, has been signed by tie
straight
Airport For Murray
both
tosses
for
a
80-57
lead.
scored
nine
Mississippi
Cincinnati Redlegs as their riots
Monday, December 22
points in the closing minutes of Terry Darnell displayed his verthird base coach. Otero, 43, manConcord-Hazel
City Auditorium
'Breds
ability
with
a
net
sinking
the
eran
the first half before
aged .Havana of the International
8:30 - Buchanan-Farmington
Harald
bucket
that
trimrned
the
margin
could find the range.
..
AND ENDED LIKE THIS.
Lcague from 1954 to 1956 ,•,!
Tuesday. Dezember 23
Wilkins picked up a field goal to one, 59-80. With 57 seconds !7:00 - Consolation game,
A
was named the tripl.r A cin.
-The
start
and
finish
one,
THE WINNER, NOT AT MST, BUT LAST
remaining Howell again drew a 8:30 - Championship tilt
...Manager of the Year" in 1943,
and the Racers trailed by
of ti:e Asetne Sluore-Y‘un Docelle light heavyweight champ29-30. Fisher connected on two foul and connected on both atlunship fight In Montreal, Que., gi%e yuu the pertinent viewa
free throws and Alexander and tempts for another three point
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TOM& V
uf the aue.ho match In uhich Moore can.e track after being
O'Riordan each tallied one for lead.
floured three times In the first round 'upper
In the
Then said the Lord unto Moses, behold I
Murray trailing, 31-32.
John Brooks scored on a fieldelzceiith
Hower
Jack
slid'
counting
i
rcfcei.e
key
was
Gulch*
All-American candidate, Bailey
II rain bread from heaven for you.
for the Racers with 40 second,
not. Male kept crown and set a knockout record of 171.
Howell had a "wet blanket" first er
Exodus 16:4.
remaining. Murray trailed 61-61'
eight
only
collected
and
hall
God is anxious that His Alleiren enjoy
Utter hit one cd two free throw
points, three field goals and two
abundance. But He likes appreciation
with 11 seconds left on
tosses. as a result of the attempts
charity
joi real bounties too..
thel clock. Murray raced down
tenacious defense of hard workthe court and passed to Terry
ing Ken Peterson. Even at that,
_
•••••
Darnall who was fouled befoPeterson had been forced to sit
he could get a shot off.
out the latter part of the half
with three totals. Howell's famed
Terry drew only one shot ts
been fur sett,nds to go as the .1:1t.
phenomenal. scoring had
matched potnot for point by Pet- rouns had commatte‘l, cinly f.
'1 Lyon County broke into a 23- erson.
personal fouls in the seennd half
Th
South Marshall R eb eIs 10 first period
The pre-season pick for • the and • the one plus one ruling was
lead and was
fulfil:ed their mentor's brash never
ChmnConference
headed in rolling over taost Southeastern
not ,n effect Darnall's toss was
pre-game predictions and 55_44
de- H Af.,ierKitrhailta
pl-nship took the opening tip at good and Mississippi State had
ing
frated tne Benton Ind.ans
"by 13 points an
earned a one-point hard-f,,ug''
.n the Rebel gym.
71the opening quaver :he Lion.
\ict ,ry over a gallant Mur:.
into
C nc rd ft,
K.ricsey H.gh Se h o o 1 "
To
Neo
th rr"
an 114\1
"
1114 fell even further behind in the
'
8{a‘c 1111/Ik
E.s romped •
an 83-5: tr.- .n the ei quarter and had second stanza as the Lyon Councle-s- nea a ...punks C.•
-1 he one-o.-i.n' defeat was 7' .county
ith:ed
swore
on
their
umoh ,ver !her Faigham B:ack
65-55 in :h. Car:
B
ty qu.ntet forged ahead in its
ro.-ei by na..f-ane to lead. 22-11 drive for victory.
Cats.
Ksit•es' Tened with a 22-12 Tie Indians were able to tr m
Waters lopped the Hazel effort
For Your
,r.t point from the S .uth with 22
•ne rriargln but slowed in the sec end
po.nts which gave him
peri•ad
Marshall
lead
in
the
third
by two
p
per. el as the Cat, foogbit back
gam_ 'coring honors All five
M .::-ay Training sl.pped
trsi' 37-30 a' ha'dtime. Sl.p- and the Rebell closed the quar- Lyon players scored in double
.1: -le
Needs
forther in the sec- p.ng in' a 12 pent third per.od ter w.tn a 37-27 advantags and figures led by Parish with 141
back a
call
If you're long on srtft inspirations but short
ond quarter arid Concord led 25- adrawage the Eagles soared to held for the win in the fourth points.
Mr•
of "what It talieftqlikothe way- of money, we
tos .n .
c: ong quirter. per.od.
17 To Reibs-rf. picked op -tie
Lsan County
28 46 76 98
stc
Vhis and Morgan led the
CO
can give you a quick' helping hand with the
aci.a..
p .ht .r. eoci et the
C ,ernan Reeder and Gary
The Douglas filet School BullHazel
10 28 45 57
•,
:1' 7
K.% o .tesi 'he was ft K.ritsey way 1,r South Marshall wtith 13
• re-.,
dogs extended their win skein to
latter. A low cost bank loan will enable you
ILyen Cooney tag)
n- s each.' Joe Dan Cold tonic
24 ..nd 23 p .int. respec-sve.
ID)er 18, Murphy 20. Driakell four games with a 76-72 win
MOLL
to follow your gifting
... to a wonderful
•
game se .r.ng hon .rs and led his
ovet Western Kentucky of Pa- ,
15. Parish NS. McDaniel 19.
Christmas for all. Terms arranged to suit
•••
••••••
22 37 56 33 •eam mates with 21 poxes
duesh
last
night
Hazel (57)
your convenience. Come in. talk it over!
12 30 44 57 S ,'It't Mar hall ... 11 22 37 54
Led by Dennis Jackson with
S Raspberry 14. Erwin II,
77
4.4
..
6
11
r.
.
Bent
s
Rickety (1113)
Thomas 4. J Raspberr), Wilson 33 point, and J Phnny Cooper
South Marshall (14)
G Ksy 23 Oaices B.smor, 2.
5. Bennett. 7' Wilton 1, Waters with 25 points, the Bulldogs
Mathis
Mohler
8.
hannon
4.
B
24.
Re--der
11 25 44 65 J tie- 8 Nisrci el( 2
edged Into the lead in the openi22, L.ck, J Wilson
13. 1 Key. 13. Scr ad, r 12. M ,rgan 13, WilECiVi' a
- rd5
▪
9 17 35 55
ing quarter and he'd a small
4
kin.
Cancord 165.
Ai .
- me 10
margin at every quarter stop
(44)
Ilainten
•
26 Ed R e.eFalahan. 1571
Western Kentucky trailed four
G.:.1
„Idles
12.
-rgan
5.
M
J
New Concord Road
9 P
-n 6.
R
.S....V 7-77 7
points. 20-16. at the end e_if the
Darnell
2.
Morgan.
4
21.
Duke
' S''abblefield
rene:. i 2 0‘.-erstree• 7 Mal'w.M
first period and by five points,'
Phone P13-1323
1 ne 2. Dean 7. Evan', 1. St. ...oil
44-39
at the halftime inter-.
'
D '
miss:on. Douglas opened its lead
DIES OF BLOW
11
.
a
--.WAr''Ailir
-A
"
471I'A
to seven points in the third start- :WilEgill-.."`"gW'AgZii.--.W.-10121P-4*raWie-.1 Mrs `1-..Zi
la and hung on for the kill in
Jets
the final canto.
a gal
LISEis
r :ins
The
• Aim() Warriors spread the
4.
Paducah was paced by CunF rner.4,7, a f -ermer
A
,s• •°'
welcAne mat trif the Reidland
ningham and YhtUtil with 19
:,fcree, died Sunday
N t-h's
Greyhounds thed floored them
points each while Walker wearw on the
:. 24 p .nts. fr er .1.,• effec' of a bl,
with an 95-63 walloping victory.
during
buckle
headed the attack with 25 points
S
to.:!
rv_•_,r1
'h
H.-,
Re.dland
was
on
the
short
end
Murray Douglas
20 44 02 76
ft-n yei.rs if He had
a gam,
of a 22-19 first period score and
ureticcesiful
Western
18 39 55 72,
•••
22 46 71 90 .•
trailed even further behind at
Murray Douslas (76)
3 :7 33 50
the halftime intermission as the
D. Jackson 33. J• Jackson 11.
Warriors led 42-31. Almo moved
North Marshall 1900
Cooper 25. Duffey 2. T. Hornaway
In
the
third
period and
TRIPLE TROUBLE
buckle 5
r7:.(-1:
,
K r.a 4
' rolled to victory.
Western Ky (72)
Thomas 4..arrab hit his regular
MEMPHIS. Tons It P11 -Da- stride after being side - lined Mel:Trade 4, Dabney 3. CunningWal. ,c1 W 'son. the father of four practica,ly all season will a foot ham 19. Young 19, Rice 4,
p ,s,tice the injury and poured in 25 ifiinte ker 29
laugh e• wa, s
Neath
.d w ,J:d be a boy that a to aid the Arno cause Junior
:r
4 nr.s•
een Eurgerson was the fire bailer for
reticis
i•cr.,
e. 7
Eradicat•
Prevent
•
VI W•rt gave the even.ng with a swishing 31
7 6
petints. Rudolph topped the losers
MICE - ROACHES
Kith 24' po.n's and Austin added
with in/relives of ony
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Redbirds Beat hirksey Romps
Colts 65-55 Over Cats

Rebels Down LyonDow
Benton 5444 Hazel 98-57
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gift ideas than cash...

HEATING OIL
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•
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KENTUCKY LAKE

Bank Of Murray

OIL CO.

Almo Trips
Greyhounds

North Marshall
Jars Pirates

TAX NOTICE
Now Due

e °poly Taxes 4*.t
PAY BE

-

1359
JANUARY
TO AVOID 2% PEhALTY
o?hen Stakile field
Sheriff, Calloway County

Arr.
Ite.d.and

22 42 65 85
19 31 47 63

,Almo
Lee 12. Ferguson 31. L. Lar;rvb
2 McClard 1, T. Lamb 25. Jack-n 10. OverIby 4. Stalls, Walker.
Reidlanet (63)
Rudolph 24, Anderson 8 Pen ,d. Cache:ell 1, Austin 18. Bailey
Baker 2. Cruse
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- STOP, SHOP and COMPARE FOR AI,I, YOUR GROCERY NEEDS
Also A Wide Selection of CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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$111541
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The Maroons wel,
Lh 19 personals.
xander led the Racer
th 14 points. Terry
Hied 13 points and
son picked up 12
sell had 18 paint, far
and Graves naeched
dded 10 for the Ma-

Stale will meet the
of Mississippi here
iglit in a bid to bettet
sk.
Defeat Mate (SS)
Form 8, Graves 17,
Usher 6. Ks. m 6.
rray State (62)
n 8, Darnall 13. PetWest 2, Wilkins 7
14, Brooks 8.
i

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Monday, December 15
in the morriang.
The Murray Toastrnistrws cluti
• • ••
aall meet at 6 p.m. at the
The Yoness Women's Sunday
Woinan's club house.
Class at the First Baptist Church
•• • •
•
will meet in the Murray Electra,
The Murray Manufacturing building at six -thirty o'clock fat
Wives' Club will meet at the a potluck supper. Group II, Mrs.
Kentucky Colonel at six o'clock. Alvis Jones, chairman. will be in
A Tree."
Hoetesaes for the meet will be charge of the arrangements.
••••
• ••
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, Mrs. Glen
Tuesday, December 16
Wednesday, December 17
Charles and Mrs. Jack Cochran.
Circles I. II and III of the
The Alter Society of St. Leo's
• •••
The Alice Waters Circle of the First Methodist Church will meet Catholic Church will have its
First Methodist church will have at trwo-thirty o'clock lit the social Christmas party at the Legion
hall at 5:30 pm.
a Christmas party in the social hall for a joint meeting.
•• • •
Alan of the church at 6 p.m. Each
Thursday, December 18
`Theenber is asked to bring food
The Murray Assembly of RainThe Dress Class of _the First
for the Christmas basket for a bow for Girls will meet at the Baptiat Church will
meet at ti:30
needy family and $1.00 to buy masonic hall at 7 pm.
in the Woman's Club House in
toys for the children of the fami••• 4
the batement. Teachers will be
ly.
The Kirksey Homemakers' club , in charge. Each member will
••• •
will meet In the home of Mrs. I bring a 500 gift for exchange.
Circle Four of the WSCS, First Herman Darnell at 1:00.
I For reserva•isns, call PL 3-4327
• Methodist churds still meet at
••••
I by Wednesday afternoon.
7:30 in the church parlor.
•• ••
The Christian Women's Fel••••
lowship of the First Christian
Friday, December 19
The Penny Homemakers club Church will have its general
The New Concord Homemakgill meet in the home of Mrs. meeting at the church at 9:30 ers club will meet at 10 am, in
'Everett Noraworthy at 10 o'clock am. The program will be "Like! the home of Mrs. Willie Smith.

•

1011 SIGN OTERO

•••••••••••••••
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zATI (UPI)

— Reggie
been signed by the
Redlegs as their new
coach. Otera, 43, manna of the Internatie,nal
am 1954 to 1956 and
1 the triple A circuit'ik
of the Year" in 193M
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Does tie bhe to eook 7
Dy JOAN WARMAN
give her a hook—
Tortillas de Marina: Sift 4
"D"7
she's read one!" is a c. flour and 2 tsp. salt into
joke, son, especially If the
mixing bowl. Add ta c. short"she" involved likes to cook
ening. Mix well until distriband the volume in question is
uted. Add 1 c. lukewarm
a new collection of recipes.
water. Blend well
Turn out onto lightlyCan't Have Too Many
A lady who loves creating floured board. Knead about
over a hot stove can't have 50 strokes. Divide dough into
12 equal-sized pieces. Form
too many cookbooks. She
thumbs through new ones each into ball. Cover with
like a pirate in search of cloth, Let stand 15 min.
Roll each ball into round
treasure, picks and chooses,
• tries and tastes and, when re- tortilla with 8-in diameter.
Cook on moderately hot unsults please, adds another
greased skillet until golden
specialty to her repertoire.
brown in spats, turning once
So if you're stumped for a
present, give her a cookbook! and being careful not to
break air bubbles.
It's sure to make a hit.
To serve, reheat in hot oven
South-of-the-border dishes
until crisp. Brush with meltare the specialty of "Elena's
ed butter Makes 12.
Secrets of Mexican Cooking."
The author. Elena Zelayeta, Oriental Dishes
Mexican-born daughter of
For a culinary journey to
Spanish parents who were
the Orient, take a copy of
innkeepers, learned Mexican
-The Far Eastern Epicure" to
cooking as a child and turned
sib
the kitchen.
to it as a career when her
In this collection, author
eyesight failed.
Maria Kozalik Donovan oilers
AUTHOR ELENA Zelayeta
Blindness No Handicap
a cook's-eye view of such fasshows how dough's rolled out
Despite blindness, she does cinating foreign places as
to make Mealcan tortilla.
Hong Kong, Singapore and
all her own cooking, for a
time ran a restaurant, has Japan. She describes the
Separate 2 eggs. Mix yenta
taught the blind, given cook- sights and sounds of the East,
with shrimps and work to
ery lessons and authored two and lets readers capture its
smooth paste with fork. Fold
tastes via her recipes.
other books.
In Minty beaten whites.
One of our favorites in this
This new volume offers a
Shape into small crovariety of native recipes, in- volume is her simple recipe
quettes. Roll in flour.
ak eluding, of course, one for for a flavorful shrimp dish.
Heat lard or oil for deep
famed tortillas (Mexican
Filed Shrimp Croquettes
frying in heavy iron skillet
bread .Delicious served crisp, Shanghalese: Shell and
mince 1 vs lbs. cooked shrimps until very hot. Fry croquettes
hot, and buttered, tortillas
on all sides urtil golden
are also the basis for a nuin- or put'through electric
brown. Drain on pager. Serve
ber of other delicious dishes blender Add 1 Lap chopped
hot.
easparsley, salt and pepper to
that the author tells American cooks how to make.
taste. 2 tap. soybean sauce.
Timely Gift
A recipe collection for giftgiving, aptly titled for this
particular season of the year,
is "The Kate Smith 'Company's Coming' Cookbook."
The famed songbi. 1 hes
made it a.s varied as a m laical program. There's -saatething for everyonc—reelonal
American favorites collected
from family, friends, and
sent •terellas Smith by fans,
and fothiign specialties.
When "Company's Corning" during the happy holidays, there's one particular
Kate Smith recipe you might
like to try. It's somethina nate
in a hot beverage for a cold
dass!
Sugar and Spice Tea: Place
1 tsp. cinnamon, 1 tsp. nutmeg. 1 tsp. allspice. 1 tap,
whole cloves in bag. Place bag
in saucepan in 1 pt. water.
Boil 3 nun.
Add juice of t lemons and
3 oranges, together with a
little of rind and pulp and;
c. sugar.
Bring mixture to boll again
, 'al pour over ta C. tsa leaves.
' steep 3 hrs.
f
J
‘. • r
Remove spice Into. strain.
CROQUETTES, made with shrimp chopped fine in a blender,
Add 3 eta. water. Heat quickly
brown in oil. The recipe's from "The Far Eastern Epicure."
to serve.
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MONDAY — DECEMBER 15, 1958

Phone PL 3-4707

we lose that urge to want to
DON'T GIVE IT UP FOR LOST 'TIL
give we have truly lost a gift
God intended all of us to enYOU USE THE LOST & FOUND COLUMN
joy.
A chrislian should not only
once a year look for ways and
means to go out of his way to
do good deeds this should be
his daily practice.
During the past year you can
no doubt recall many instanees
when loved ones, friends, neighBEGINNING DEC. 3 through DEC. 31
bors, public servants, clerks behind 'the counters have gone beyond their line of duty to be
kind to you.
May we pause here a moment Wt
and remind ourselves of the s!
"
thrill the warm feeling that
creeps into our hearts when ,
unexpectedly soeneone does a t:
kind act for us or gives us a
token of appreciation.
Wishing the Ledger and Times
.. MRS. MARY
BURKEEN, Owner
PL 3-1229
and all its staff a very Merry 0
. qt. . :-.... . .. ...vb.. •*4 . •••••'.
- 10/itirr'i•OrP
Christmas and a Happy Healthy XI. maw- - • •
- • -aareasea-s---sa -•••- -rie--.-••••-vv-r.ni -oleo
prosperous New Year.
'Ai W. .4.ti ii:ti WV )11
11fg iiii*JAV kl:VilatAii WM
,LAZY DAISY -- -
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS! 3.

4.1•114.

Kirksey Route Two News
Charley Perry and his sister, ren. This we cannot agree, as
Mrs. Luddie Cole of Marshall - Christmas we are taught that
county county visited their sis- it is more blessed to give than
ter-ln-izw, Mrs. Nettie Perry receive. Unless you have had
last wcck.
. a share of this blessing you
Sorry to hear of the death of have missed one of the greatest
Mrs. Annie Booth who lived at and most sacred feelings that
Stella. Our sympathy goes to can come to human beings.
the family.
Words cannot describe the true
Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Beaman
of Detroit visited their parents, Feeling of satisfaction which enMr. and Mrs. Claud Cunningham ters one's soul when without
and Mr.. Charley Beaman last expectation of reciprocation one
gives or helps his fellow man,
week. •
Nathaniel Pierce of Lynnville a needy' cause or a worthy provisited his uncle, Mr. Charley ject it is like eating a satisfying
Workman and Mrs. Workman a meal, it is as refreshing ta the
I soul as food is , the body. When
few days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Tate and son
who have moved on the Dan
Ross nlace from Trentan, Tenn.,
attended church at Kirirssey Sunday.

MoDorb
Chambers is
real
sick. He is at the home of h.s
brother, Mr. Charley Chambers,
'Mrs. Ruby Treas and Mrs.
Louise McGee vis!ted Mrs. Cora
Carnell one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edel Dillingham
of : Dawson visited his uncle Al
FarI eas and
Mrs. Fa r ess
kirksey Route 2 over the weekend.
Mrs. George Rhea of Stella
left Faiton by train recently for
As-norilla, Texas to visit her
brother, Preston Wrather ant
family and her niece. Mrs. Doyle.
Ware and family. Another batheer, J. R. Wrather and family of
Phecnix. Ariz., will join them
in Texas for a short visit and
Mrs. Rhea will return to Pheonix with them where she will
continue her visit.
•
Mrs. Derwood Pats of Kirkaey
' Route 2 visited her brother, Rev.
Juoice James and family in
Waldron, Ark.. during Thanksgiving h Aidays. Justice is pasor
at Waldron, a chureis ef
about four • hundred members.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Farlesa aal
daughter.
Mrs. Paul
McGee
visited their daughter and sister, Mrs. James Sitaiton and
family recentiv.
31:. and Mrs Al rarless had
the pleasure of having three at
their children viett with them
Thanksgiving day. They were,
Mrs. Reva Shelton and family
a Murray. Mr. Cortitt Fa ries!
snd vairs• of Chicago and Mrs.
Paul McGee and husband af
Detroit. They al! had dinner
with Mr. and Mis. Miles Beach
sn Fridsy Nay rnbcr 28th and
hat a Turkey dinner.
Oliver of near Kirksey
went t the River-Side Ha-pital
:n Paduaah the first of lest week
ant had a minor aeration. but
it h me n -nv and doing fine.
' Lit'7e B l'y Ray Potts, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Tedd Potts of
Lynn Grave visited his grandparent. Mr. and Mrs. Derwood
Pat"- last week.
What time is it en our calendar clock? First a few shirt
weeks to Christmas. May we
I p •• e here and say, this day
h'ch has neen sat aside to i
I celebrate th - meat imacertara
event of maakind, our Savior's I
FErthlay. has been to terribly
' cammeralalizsd, twisted, turned
errl dir'eateti that many adults I
n ,t only the children no longer'
I realize its true meaning. This I
tragic when adults turn bitter
and say Christmas is f •r• child'— - - - - —

At

12.50 PERMANENTS
$10.00 PERMANENTS
g.: 8.00 PERMANENTS .
g

'10.00
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BEAUTY SHOP 11t
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The Andes mountains, stretching the length of South America's
west coast, are the world's second greatest mountain riange.
They are surpassed in size only
by the Himalayas: of Asia.

Laundry Service
110-lbs. Dry Wash - - - 7W

$500 for
Christmas.

FAST SERVICE
CASH & CARRY
FLAT WORK IRONED FREE
* IRONED SHEETS SLEEP

BETTER *

Wouldn't it be wonderful to
have $500 in cold cash to spend
for Christmas.

Dry Cleaning
GET ACQUAINTED

You can have it next year. All
you need to do is join our $10-aweek Christmas Club.

WITH

SANITONE SPECIAL

If you don't want to go that
strong. you can join a club that
pays in only 25 cents a week, or
50 csnts. one, two or five dollars.
Join our Christmas Club today.

— THIS WEEK ONLY —

SWEATERS
SKIRTS

(Plain)

49° cacsahrry8c
49` carry

BOONE

PEOPLES ,BANK
M URRAY

LAUNDRY -CLEANERS

KY.

South Side of Square
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Girl

SLIPPERSA

g
the ideal Gift for Everyone
on your Christmas List
Your family and friends will be delighted to receive
Nile Life Slippers as Christmas gifts. They are
smart as well as practical and in addition are easy
on the holiday budget. We have a complete stock..
Come in today.

Scout News
Men's Slippers—

$3.98 - $7.50

,

In the Art Snow the Girl,
Se ruts had in November the following girls wan ribbons: Saniar
High-First place Jeanne Steartlera
"Sid MA' lk
Preacher":
Second,'
place,
Anne
Beale
"Landscape"; third place, Marion
Beleite. "Murray. Bir'hplace of
Radio". Honorable mentions
were. Janice Time in Calloway
County" and Jeanne Steytler,I
"Church Time".
Junior High: Firs! place. Diane
ceeand
Larson "Dike Been A";
place, Sally Sprunger, "Murray
Major Industry", and third place.
Lou
Mary
Bryant, "Murray
State College".
,Intertmediates: 'Feat place,
Allbritten, Diann
Paula
Kay
Jacks ea. Second place and third.
Gwen Janes.
Brownies: First place. Barbara
place.
Whayne, Second
Lynn
Debbie Jones and third place,
Beverly Herndon.
This show concluded several
week"of
work done by the
scouts depicting the history of !
Calloway County and the city of
Murray.
The judges for this show were ,
Students from the college. Miss
Clara M. Eagle used for Brown- I
les': John Parks, Phil Harrell and
Manley Walket. Intermediates- ;
Sam Lander, Barbara Hart, John
Burton. Junior High: Ann Croft,:
;lane Burke. Gail Thomas. Senior
PHONE PLaza 3-2414
High: Lee Taylur, Jerry Phillips,
ackle White
, s Ufa°.14-' .
seekAiiirVII•effsaa:XsefaiLe
l. AA:iii,f;.
'
‘

Women's Slippers-

$2.98 - $6.00

Childrim's Slippers-.

$1.98 - $3.98

ADAMS SHOE STORE

\

106 SOUTH FIFTH
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PAGE THREE
holidays 30 feet or more be- Ir"1
nea th wind-ea/hipped waves.
The marr'''g° and '
chr :`
'n;ng' WA.Vgr'gW
S
AWryr5
4
rsr'g*A
ceremonies
are quite new
r'gWr.*ArgWct%resrland the u,
i•*AVrd
r
VrY*A2rrsWAWAWA°
4
Appealing to many divers is
Coanmunists are trying to poputhe thrill of pushing into unexlame thorn.
plored submarine caves or canThe youth dedication ceremony,:
yons. where strange fish flash
however, is old and the Communand relics from a sunken Spanish
ist attempt to free it on parents;
gold ship may suddenly appear
has caused a dispute with the'
out of :he white sand.
church.
Some .relish a tingling chase
Both the Evangelical (Protesafter a large sea bass. spear poistant) and Catholic churches have
By DON BYYERS
e dfor the kill, while others find
denounced the youth ceremony
By JOSEPH FLEMING
United P,
eatz Internat,onal
a challenge in hunting with speas atheistic. They have warned
United Press International
cial
adapted
underwater
camWASHINGTON — (UPI) —
parents their children will not
BEFtLLN — (UPI) — German be given religious
Skin diving, an almost unknown
confirmation
,
e'ra
all
B
s.
u:
skin
Communists
divers
no
longer
find
bairn
premise
to
sport 30. years ago, has become
if they attend the Communists
for
telephone
love,
honor
-tangled
and
nerves
in
obey.
Instead,
rites.
a spare-tine avocation for more
this world of incredible beauty ; they vow in their marriage 'erethe
thano
pasn
te7
fek j
illieon
afi.kmericans in
Nevertheless, the Communists
and grace where all activity • monies to work for the victory of
ciai'l m that this year 43 per cent
seems
:n
to
Communism
slvw
be
motion
and
to
raise
and
their
During 9* 1930's, a handful
of in childrk who graduated
of hardy pioneers took the first the diver escapes gravity for a ; children as the Party prescribes, from 0911111aereary schools had atwhile,
The
to
girls
wheel
are
and
circle
getting
like
married
plunges into the clear waters of
tended :he youth dedication cerein white bridal gowns at "Social- monies.
the Mediterranean Sea equipped'a bird.
Last year, the Reds Say,
weddings"
Clear
water
phototo
on
dive
which
in
and
$15
with eye gaggles and fish spears.!
the figure was 24 per cent.
graphs
in
equip
of
will
cash
you
Lenin
and
for
other
Comthe
But the sport was publicized lit-;
munist heroes look down.
sport. Here's all you need.
Ile and spread slowly.
A quality face plate with safeThe new Communes! Marriage
The exploits of wartime frogWITHDRAWS FROM SQUAD
men and development of a safes ty glass window, rubber swim ceremony is part of the East
and relatively inexpensive self- fins, a snorkel ibent rubber tube) German Communists' anti-re:igSAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
coma fled underwater breathing to breathe through while your ous campaign which includes at- Torn
Koenig. a Southern Methotacks on baptism, confirmation
apparatus (SCUBA) during World' face is underwater, and a pal.
Diving with a buddy is the and church weddings as "old dist guard, has withdrawn from
War II dramatically introduced
fashioned." The Reds have sub- the East-Wes: game in order to
spco-ernen
to the underwater first rule of underwater safety
and will also provide someone to stituted for these what they call catch up on his studies. Teamworld.
mate Lee Yokurn, a tackle. re"Socialist" observances.
By 1947. cempressed air tank, share the thrills with.
They hope to wean still faith- places Koenig on the West squad.
for breathing underwater. face I Be sure you're in good physical
you have
don't take chances, arid ful East Germans away from
plates for underwater vision and
Brazil, which produces nearly
rubber foot fins for propulsion you man 500(5 oe spenaing your religion by maintaining the shell
were readily available to U. S. weekends 30 feet deem where of traditional religious ceremonies half the world's coffee, is trying
enthusiasts. They took to the 7 there are no telephones or trad- and giving them an atheistic con- to diversify its farm economy..
tent.
Cacao. tobacco. rice. cotton and
water in
droves, particularly
Flower girls, music from "Lo- sugar are growing in commercial
along the caLfernis and Florida
hengrin" and bridal veils all significance.
maws
are part of :he Socialist wedding
Many things lure :haat. men
A cow must drink at least
(and a surprising number of three tunes as much water as the ceremony. But there is no clergyman or religious reading.
women) to spend weekends and amount of milk she gives.
One girl who got married the
Red way recommended it to
others as "solemn but without'
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BELK - SETTLE CO.

MONDAY,DECEMBER 15th.
•

YOUR OW
mas. Your
baths, air
heat, on
PLaza 3-20
I- MIRE WO
7sholesale
Line from

From 5 to 8 p.m.

• Men, do
difficulty selecting a gift for your wife or girl friend?
Come to Belk-Settle Co. on Monday and let our efficient sales force assist you.

PUPPIES,
Christmas.
Stock. C. I
Street. Pito
-- PORTABLE
CIIRISTMA
A-edger and

MEN'S NIGHT

A CHSISTktAS DECOSARON—Thls is not a Sputnik that high
school senior Judy Beaver. 17, of Lawresce, Ind., ii puttirot
the finishing touches to. It is merely s Christmas decoration
that will be placed on trees around ber sehooL They are made
of ordinary mud and are covered with s'ue-Snurn foil, The
"antennas" on the -Sputr.ilts" are brightly esi!- *el toothpicks.

hurnbui
Sonila.
; to the wedding is the
Communise "Christening" ceremony. The Ccerwriunists call it
"narnensweihe" — literally -name
dedrcaton."
At a ceremony in Dresden.
Mayor Walter Weidauer :old the
parents of babes in arms. -These
children will have the responsibility of seeing to it that the fight
to build Socialiwn, to build a
clawless society, is completed.
expect from you parents
thit you educate your children
!ha: we can trust them to con- flue our work."
-Youth dedication" (Jugendleethel services are a substitute
' sr confirmation and the ComnuresSis place great pressure on
iarents . to make their children
.riend. -The children raise 'their
nands and solemnly swear to be
"faithful sons and daughters of
our workers and farmers state."
They pledge to fight for the
"noble muse" of Comanunism,
maintain friendship with the Soviet Union and other "peaceloving nations".
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You've Never Seen Do r Prizes Like These!!
Nothing to buy .... just come in and register! You do not have to be
present to win one of these wonderful gifts. The Lucky Name will be
drawn on the night of registration. C -me register.
.... whether you buy
anything or not.
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16th.

CORR

From 5 to 8 p.m.

do

LADIES' NIGHT

GIFT-WRAPPED
WITH AN

Here's your chance to get

EXCLUSIVE

ibepartmenl

WITH MANY OUTSTANDING

CHALLENGES ELECTION —John
F. Wells (above), Little Rock,
Ark., weekly newspaper publisher, challenged the election
of Dr. Dale Alford, segregationist write-in candidate. The
latter defeated Rep. Brooks
Hays(D-Ark. on November 4.
Wells charged "irregularities
and violations of law" and
conspiracy with Gov. Faubus,
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SANTA CLAUS IN PERSON—

FREE CANDY-FREE BALLOONS
CANYON, SW HARDLY GRAND—Two Oswego, N. Y.. girls
stand in a canyon of mow after a 40-Inch fall ran the city's
snow depth to more than four feet. Then it started all over.

CHILDREN'S NIGHT

stockings

Memo to Investors...
B. C. MORTON & CO.
Christmas

a Cameo box! Our debonair
Santa, on his own full-size greeting card, smiles
from a box of beautiful Bur-Mil Cameo stockings.
Choose from the fashionable hosiery hues that make
the news... in seamless or full-fashioned (and
stretch, too). Come in to make your selections
today, for all the lucky ladies on your shopping LIU
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WOMEN'S NIGHT

Men's Suit '34.95
, Champ Hat '8.50
Wings Shirt '2.95

Candies
Santa Claus

ameo

MEN'S NIGHT
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19.98 Dress
14.98 Dress
55.95 Nylon Slip
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BULLDOG PUPPIES
BRIGHT PLANOS--ORGANS. New Spinet
eyed, healthy, frisky and good pianos as low as $399.60. Magnus
watch dogs, C. K. Ray 406 South electric Chord organ $139.50.
MODERN 5 OOMPLElle. apart- Sixth Street. Phone PL 3-3343. Winslow Piano Sales, downtownTilk.1 Mayfield.
12-24C ,
ments brick builciing on large lot
in business zone only 2 blocks AlifERICAN FLYER TRAIN set,
from Court square. Heated with complete with accessories. PC 3Wanted To Buy
I
gas and all apartments are really 4581.
12-20'P
&cc Live in one apartment and
!lave 10% income on your in- KIRBY VACUUM CLEAN3R. COAL STOVE with Jacket, or
vestment. Claude L. Miller, Real- Just like new. With attachments will trade oil heater for one.
tor, Phones PL 3-5084, PL 3- and floor polisher, 709 Sycamore. Phone PLaza
12-16P
3050.
12-17C Phone PLaza 3-2650.
es __ es
es_
HELP WANTED
YOUR OWN HOME for ChristFOR RENT
mat. ,Four bedroom brick, 2
"WANTED - Man with car for
baths, air csnditioner, electric
heat, on paved street. Phone TWO FURNISI-LED Apartments. well established Fuller Brush
route in Graves County. RefPLaza 3-3649.
12-17C Hot water and bath. 1308 W.
Main. Phone PL 3-1735. 12-iep antee to star. Write 422 ColumWORKS, complete line,
--- bus Ave., Paducah Ph. 3-2777."
"Teholesale & retail. Across State SEVOND FLOOR THREE ROOM
12-18C
Line from Hazel. Hwy. NI.
and bath furnished apartment.
CARD OF THANKS
12-17P Private entrance. Heat, water
and sewer furnis'hed. 901 Main.
We wish to say "thanks" to .all
PUPPIES„TUST RIGHT FOR
12-16C
Ph. PL 3-1442.
the kind, wonderful people that
ChrSstanas, Boston Bulldogs. Full
helped us in so many different ,
Stock. C. Ray, 408 South Sixth
FOUR ROOM APARTMENT. 1 ways when we lost our home by
Street. Phone PL 3-3243.
block trim college $30 month. fire.
PORTABLE TYPEWISIl FR FOlt For appointment phone PLaza
We can never expres1 in words
12-17C how wonderful our friends have
CHRISTMAS: Top brands at the 3-•2649
A-edger and Times Office Supply
been.
liplepartment. Sm!th-C .rona. ReThe R. H. Kelso Family,
Services Offered
mington. and It, yal. Five differsn:
colors. Makes a tong time gif'
Come in today and make your MAITTRESSES REBUILT LriKE
MECHANICALLY INCLINED
selection.
new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg.
E D-20-NC 0o., Paducah, Ky. Murray repTabere Upholartery
CLEVELAND. Ohio -(UPI)-LOOK! 10 ALUMINUM STORM resentative
PI, 3- Joanne Neff, 18. a freshman at
windows, brand new style, full Shep, 101 N. 3rd. Phone
1-47C Jehn Carroll University here, is
1 ire% (floor with aluminum 4513.
handy to have along on a date
scree. s199.00 installed. No duiwn WILL BABY SIT ANY HIGHT
!if ear trouble develops.
payment up to 36 menths to pay. except Satueday School girl, ex=
Jenne is an expert mechanic
0% .nterset. Home Comfort perienced. PL 3-5346
12-16NC ' and a frequent entrant in drag'
Company, 108 South 12th. Phone
hot-rod and stock car
1-3C YOUR FULLER BRUSH Dealer. , strip,
ens 3-3807.
Richard McAnulty, Phone PI33- races. She has been driving and
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! NEV 1643.
12-17P , repairing her own automobiles
I for three years.
Singer vacuum cleaners with at"I can install a crankshaft,
tachments only $49.50. Terms. BUY HOMEMADE HOT Tamales
For free demonstration call Bill made by Chester McCuiston at change spark plugs and fix •
Adam'. Singer Sewing Machine Teenage Cafe 206 North Second, muffler without any trouble,"
representaties. Phene PL 3-1757 for partIes and holidays Phone she said. "I guess I'm just me12-201
)chanically inclined."
TFC PL 3-4320 after 4 p.m.
or PL 35480, Murray.
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Teri Years Ago Today

NEW YORK - (UPI) - If
choreographer John Butler finds
himself' going 'round in circles on
a TV stage, it's his own fault.
Butler, like the U. S. Post
Office Department, gets busiest
around Christmas time. Here are
some of the assignments that
Butler accepted this season:
Choreography for "The Steve
Allen Stews" Dec. 7 and Dec.
14; three mbrality plays in the
CBS-TV "Look Up and Live"
series. Dec. 7, 14 and 28; the
Dec. 14 presentation of "Amahl
and the Night Visitors" on NBCTV, and the Thanksgiving Day
presematien of "Die Fledermaus"
by the Metropolitan Opera.
The chereogrepher also found
time to undergo minor surgery
in the midst•of this activity, He
left the heopital a few days
early and perfumed his job from
a cut placed on the rehearsal
stages.

Meer 4eya. 04sealeled ado are aavalible la advs.'s.,

GUY'S BACK
NEW YORK --(UPI)- Guy
Lombardo and his orchestra are
hawk at the Rosevelt (Hotel)
Grill fur another fall and winter
of dispensirsg dance music. They
haven't missed an engagement
there since 1929, and six of the
present group were there at that
time. They are Guy; his brsthe
ers, Carmen and Lebert; and
fred Kreitzer and Gee:ge Gowans.
0 .SAY. -CAN YOU HEAR
,HOLLYWOOD-sf L'PI 1-4A direct descendant of Francis Scott
Key, composer of "The Star
Spangled
Banner,"
has
been
signed by Warneg Bros. to a recurding contract.
Troyce Key, 21. of waterproof,
La., .s a rack 'n' roll singer.

BLOM:like? - No, just Chicago
mailniar, Albert Weiss making
0111 rounds In a parka after a
alx-toch snowfall hit tbe city.
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NORTH FORK NEWS

Christmas Busy
Season For
Choreographer
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PAGE THREE

; The Amazon is the largest
I river system in the world, drainof the continent of
in
Siuth America. It is 3,500 miles
long 'and in places Mere than 50
wide.

Mr. Ruben Fletcher returned
home Sunday from General Hospital. Those visiting hum Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Kuykendoll an
son, Mr, and
Mrs. tithe Fletcher, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Fletcher, Mr. and
Mrs. Emile Tarkington, Mr. and
Mrs. Tell Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
Terry vkiited Mr. And 'M),
George Jenkins Sunday. Mr. Jenkins has been ill the past week
with flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris
visited Mr. Coy Kuykendoll in
Murray Hospital Saturday, Mr.
Kuykendoll was injured while
working at the slaughter House
near Murray.
Mr. Oman Paschall and Mr.
Arlin Paschall visited Mr. Davy
Lee Paschall in Murray Hospital
Monday morning. Reports are
Mr. Paschall is some better at
this time
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mrs. R.
D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore visited i's, Ella Morris and
Zipora Sunday afternoon.
Donnie Paschal! spent several
days last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Vergil Paschal.

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The body of Pfc. Guy McDaniel, 39, husband of Mrs.
Olean McDaniel and son of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe McDaniel, will arrive tomorrow at 1:04 p.m. He was killed
in action in Luxumbourg on December 26, 1944.
The Green Devils of Sharp went through Murray
Training School to the tune of 67 to 37 here Saturday
night. Leading through every quarter O'Dell's men sank
them steadily in spite of the game Training School quintet.
George Buist Scott, Jr., will graduate from the University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn., in December
graduation class of that school. Scott is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. G. B. Scott who reside on Main Street.
The degree that he will receive in this graduation
will be the B.S. in Pharinacy.
N1r.and Mrs. Floyd Winchell returned to their home
in Detroit Sunday following a visit with Judge and Mrs.
C. A. Hale and other relatives in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Boody Russell announce the birth of a
daughter, Mary Keys, at the Murray Hospital, Saturday,
December 11. -
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Dinner guest in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holly and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs Gaylon
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
ffolly and Louie, Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Holley and girls and Mrs.
Bernice Rainey and Joe.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Malray
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Max
Parchall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus, Paschall Sunday.
Mrs. Sue Nance was hostess
to a Stanley Party in her home
Friday afternoon.
Kuykendoll spent
Mr. Jim
Saturday night with Mrs. Wila
Morris and farnily.
!Mr. and Mite Vergil Paechall
spent Thursday with Mrs. Iva
Paschall, Hugh and Donnie.
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-This is probably illegal, she • funny tired to go coil( t
k I Ur
and risrci as the devil
boys. saiu
it the cops ever find it .1 ne'..
lc trait,
ur and
• A,Icile Lattanei saa. corer
uut you ve got the note and you'll .eep rental:et reptiles
• fully ea i1.4! *calked through the
"I got about as morn right Li
nave to de tne explaining '
user.
Attu ant nee tett. Handeono. ,re nere as you nave. the mar,
Lee sit gtacefully en the arm
Sullenly -I'm Witham Wil.
114110
of t..e davenport , &cited ttom 411./U, a little anra,oirary, 'Chester us
trainer
Said ne ass going to fin,!
on
hint
was
Higgs.
"You,
Bingo
'You tutu tie that !Dread),
to
Alit 1 nave to writer-A my inter our Mr. Courtney Budlong
we'll neat dingo said -That doesit t explain
cuts. Also, I nave something to night Which means
why you're trying to break in Mt
from nun tonight--'
ask you about. leo you Know
"I know, Bingo said. "I don t
little confidence man named ChesWilliam
••If it is your noose
like to sleep in my clothes either
ter Laxter ?"
polio] pack nis
guess we'd better be ready Willis said. He
Bingo and Handsome looked at But I
said
'I'm
Mrs
Lois
shoulders and
fast.
each ut,;•:.r. Len Bingo said, to move
Lattlmer s orother
He took off tua tie. slipped out
well yes. But Whet makes
- *Well,
Bingo said
'That
you th , nk" fled aiin,Att saw ot Ma shoes, loosened me belt, I make
,things dtfterent:- He addfilmsetl
comfortable
as
-How do you know ?"--he s a and made
ed quickly. "But not very differas or couiri, pulling the tria.nkeur ent '
sat,
ct.a.1
chin.
Handsome
turned
up
to
nis
William Willis said, "Mister,
-Written an over him,- Addle
ofl the tights.
don t nave anything against you.
LI 'timer ..a.4 "I+ s.,les whit h. ne
•
•
•
Can we lust si, down some place
c. ,e to me with • very cord,•
r..so type licorice lion. He
Bingo had no idea what time -Ina talk this over ?"
"Sure. Bingo said. "Lars go
sae lie was workritg tot y.tu it **V worn Handsome snoon
•
v. sn is mooily.'wax a am nere. him very gently by the sturuider inside out Of the cold." He remembere0 lust In time to add,
••Weii.• Binge essrl iinconitort and whispered. 'Bingo! Past!"
''But don't forget, Tv. got you
He sat up wide 'Mike
ro s, -eon might say that, in a
ne ,..."
"Bingo. Handsome whispered, covered.
William Willis marched obedi•
trunk we've got x
• Thai it what I Weillt.el to '.ery ,love
ere sato clieertullry. Be prowler. I ...ink someone's try• ently into the house and sat down
ki,
on one ot the davenport& Hand• ise n4 tens me ne $ Omit to ing to get in our nouns."
"Don't get excited.- Bingo some switched on the. lights and
to I o. ie Outward you guys are
It' 'king tor di scene connection fussed "lam t turn the lights on vanished Into the kitchen to mak41
•.tr • mese any nolo..." lie won- coffee.
9 II this noirs..- buy mg dent He
Seen now at this hour, the tAn,
dir.n1 tell me in pot what Nind! dered :t Handsome could hear
thin man seerned'shout as formidhis teeth enattering.
Cl connection"
"Should I call the police?" able as an abandoned kitten.
cheater Baxter, Bingo deride&
Bingo telexed. took Ida right hand
illirldROMP whispered.
Whit. in ma way. • nein ot honor
"No!" Bingo Cold him. "We'll out of his Jacket pocket. and Ilt
"Anyway." she went on. "he
tells me this character ne is go- handle this ourselves." He stood • cigarette. It pleated him to obmg to locate knows where Julien up, thanking nis stars he nad serve that his hand was not shalt.
Lattimer is, and that you know his clothes on. "It can't be Ches. Mg.
A cup of coffee later, everyabout It. Am I right or am I ter Baxter," he whispered. "he'd
ring the nett" He drew a long body felt better There was even
wrong?"
a tittle color ln William Willis'
"You're right," Bingo said. "I breath. "We'd better took!"
The faint hut definite sounds of sallow face. He put down nla cofmean. actording to what this man
Chester Baxter says," He was be- someone in the garden had ceased fee cup and secepted a cigarette.
-The papers to the house," he
ginning to feel very unhappy momentarily. Now they began
again soft and stealthy. There said, scowling. "Was Julien•s sig.
*boot the whole thing. .
them?"
-Fine." she said, even more was the unmistakable sound of a nature on
"Yes. But he's supposed to be
cheerfully. "That's exactly what window being tried at the rear of
dead," Bingo said, feeling nfit
I wanted to Know Because if the house.
As they slipped outside, Bingo way with care,
Julien Lattimet is alive. and this
"It he isn't." William Weiss
• little con man finds nine then the realized that it must be near
twisted smile on his thin
(quinces arre that _I collect my morning, there was a faint, gray. said, a
mouth, -he will be In two more
back alimony " She looked at irti light.
They, stole around the corner years."
Bingo and Htindeome eympatheti. I
It took a minute or an for Biro
cally "Too nem von won't get to of the big house, Keeping to the
go to figure that one out. Sure.
co;lect for finding his corpse " shadows of the wall through the
roar garden, and then they saw Seven years. Julien Lattimer
She rose to wave.
would be legally dead.
"Just a minute," Bingo said him • tall. attenuated figure,
"Your sister-- he began.
"Chester Baxter is working for cautionely trying a window
"My sister." William Willis said.
Binge saw Handsome brace
its It through nim Julien LAW!
at that time Inherit every-will
as located, any deal nam to himself for a flying tackle put
1
thing. And, it is considerable, I
lade throt,sh is Chester P.ax. out a rpitek restraining hand,
t
armoire you,"
tel iS also a friend of ours. What thrust nis right nand into the
"But your sister can't Inherit
• cut of the alimony are yogi ready pocket of his jacket and said In If-- Bingo paused again.
a voice that, to slim at least,
to offer?"
Again there was the wry,
"ii'Yhy, you damned New York sounded strong an d steady,
crooked smile. "My sister can't
high -binders"- she said She eat ".Rtand still, or I'll shoot!"
murdered
The man turned •roend. slowly. Inherit the estate if she
down and called them worse than
Julien. But you forget, that recan
I
vole
hands
where
cigarette
R
"Keep
lit
she
Then
that.
mains to be proved."
and said, "All right, we'll talk tree them." Bingo harked. "and
Bingo thought that over. True,
walk over here."
business"
stayed lost
Tie dark figure moved closer, It Julien or hls body
After fifteen minutes of bickeruntil the seven years were up, it
ing, they decided on the same empty hands in "tight As the dim would be a difficult thing to prove
net cement as for finding Julien gray light struck his fates Bingo that his wife had murdered him.
Lattimers body. Ten' percent At recognised the ice-eyed man who
that point. Ringo decided that the had been in the crowd the afterBingo Is atoned to discover
whole firrangernent should he put noon before Be didn't look ire. that a mere gesture con two far
In writing Fifteen minute!, later eyed now. He looked a little (ranWorse than words. Continue the
she'd agreed to do that too, and tie.
"Well" Mere eater "one nick star. tomorrow.
written a brief note.
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MURRAY LOAN CO.
Telephone P1 3-2621
506 W. Main St.
"YOUR HOME -OWNED LO
by Ernie BuattensUas

three Soviet Nebel winners are shown in Stockholm, where they
rt urn ieft Pavel A Chetenkuv and his wife. Ilya Frank and Igor
(Redioefiotos
Absent vote Boris Pasternak, Soviet author castigated tor being chosen.
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reeel:13 the prize tut physics
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Women To Be
Admitted
To Scouting
For the first time in fats:
siars of Scouting. Women will
be welcomed into the Boy Scout
Movement in time eapaeity other
ihmi as a Den Mother Cub Szouts.
Recent action of the National
Council Executive- Board '0th -2r:zed the establiehment,,, of a.
.Witsar: Reserve." which enable= women to become registered members of the Boy Sc :uts
Arrieraeg an4 serve in variaus
Cap teitie5 TA:others ciubs. w •men
whe anis* with !raining f^r Den
Mothers, and various athers who
aio.t heiped with Scouting during
-

FIVE DAY FORECAST
United Press International
KENTUCKY — Temperatures
f -'• the Lye-day periad. Tuesday
thr ugh Saturday. will average
III la 16 degrees below the state
normal of 37 degrees. Below
narmal temperatures through out
the period aath minor day-today fluctuations. Total precipibation for the period three.
tenths to six-tenths inch with a
chance ..sf rain or snow Thursday
Dr Friday.

past years will now have an ofstatus as mebers.
Mr. James C Ricks. Presiden•
of the Four Rivers said. 'We
are certainly happy that the fine
women who .have helped make
the Scouting program a success
down through the years can now
be full partners with us in an
official way.
We welcome them. and Ma: t
others to join with them :n
building. Scouting for boys. Cub
Ssouting
rapidly 11.••cause of the fine work !tot women have lone and thereraae man'
th•rris that women can le •
make the Boy Scot.! aal Explorer orcgram more effe-tive
"Every tri op arl Exa'orer
is urged to orginize a Mothers
Auxiliary to 1ISSiC them. and
register these women ,fficially in
Scouting."
ficial

Mental Hospital
Space Age
Will Open Doors
Teachers Go
Back To School

MONDAY — DECEMBER 15, 1958
record, to-day 22 known active
cases of Tuberculosis and three
cases that received hospitalizetarn and treatment and are now i
inactive. He a I t h
Departrnent
nurses have made 191 visits to
the active cases giving advise
and council and encouraging pabents to make regular visits to
their family physician for checkup.
The
Health
Department
health educatio ntries to help
patients out of positions where
they are a threat to the corn-

TB One Of
Primary
•

DENVER —11.7P11— A newly:a :razed hospital is treating a
o rderline
group" of mentally
patients in Denver without
or restraints.
Colorado State Rep. John E.
Sireltzer. president of the Natonal Witte! lilealth Olant./..
said its patents are persons too
sick to be at home but not sick
enough to be placed behind look,.
ed doors,
"In
everity of illness 'these
pa: snts are on the borderline
Ozween th:se wha are easily
3!lie to functaan an spite of their
problems an
those who have
last the ability to deal adequatele
with
everyday
problems,"
Streltzer said,
He said it was frequently
fund that These patients would
have little hope of getting well
:f they were to cantinue :ivins without medical aid.

Problems

By RICHARD F. ROPER

United Press International
CAPE CA.NAVERAL, Fla. —
11131i—imagine the plight of a
m:•h orsittence teacher facing
• chssre en .f curious youngsters
wh e fsthers are blazing trails
the uncharted field of a ek-
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oar store, to see the
la. 'imaed te 25 student-teachers.
"Bet when 5'X 'rejects' showed
largest stock'of gifts we
up and said they wanted fu
watch through !he wind^WO we
have ever had.
Went ahead and let thorn in."
sited the ech 1 afteal whoa seWe have a gift to fit every
lectecl members If the class.
The courses in this unprece- I
dart ad oraeram Nren'? hiethia'; member of the family.
!e-hriesi. but they're imposing
to the :as-man. Sem the harassel teachers .will be able to exp-tind on such subjects as the
hat oti- and mathematics of rac- 2
prapuTelan and thrust c -.1nmit3-a:tag" and "flight mechanaer dynanec, and celestial;
!re
m ^ca a rac="
Si::ar= said he ha= heard other I
narts cf rarida are interested
in starting a similar program.
but the chances are the youngsters in "ther countries won': be
as fartunate in getting instrueBrevard County has mobah•Y the heaviest concentration
if nisi'." experts of any .area
'r tat cauntry
alsa will include
curse
a
bui7c1 a latme- se„
r h
•
PO
ie r 'sky and the dangers
ewnarimen tat
0
•
Serara. said .he haves the ;
B-evarri C .in•v :trier-es can 12
'an the .nrincip:P. of r ckos.
she feels
;
the best an=w , r • the problem
is t.: adv." the eager ynunt-•'!eer clear af the highly it
sters
teche.cal aspects .4 'he field un-.:
irr -he basic know- ja
t.: •hr•v
:ele•• 4 rra•hematict and eci1
r --: r...v i
B a •h.- c ur=i-, vi•''
.
h-le) m i- - ,"•- • -11 "With 80 2
o.•- ciao :f -a. o, 'lent' caaadeen It
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Dr. Junn A Hanrian rieft1,
MOSE ALABAMA
chair main ot tne federal
Rights conuressian and Robert
G Storey, sice caairman, answer reporters questions in
Montgomers Ala heture opening their investtgattun of alleged vute discriminattoin In the rtate Hannah is president

•Lot

Iy MAT

F r three years, pretty June
Rodgers has been: erns.arrassed
in her eight and rer•la trade
math' classes at nearby Cc)3
Juniar High School by such
question' as. "How
would a
SHAH HONORS BUCHMAN
ri:cket •fired from a space plat:MONTREUX. Sw itzer la d !win get any thrust if there's na
:UPIi —The Shah of Iran ha= air for it to push against?"
Because the field of missiles'
made Frank Buchman. initialer
elti4ti VOL MS MOSS- tit %SWUM
of the mare! .rearrnament move- and rockets is so new there arement, a renrriander of the Order n'• any textbaoles. the °octal 1
chapter of the American Rcr.:*•• a
if !h.e Crown.
afferS c.ety's Florida
i
ed ti instruct Brevard Count,.
ITALY LAUNCHES LINER
tiachere in the funcinmentals if I
r .cketry — but nat just to save 1
GENOA. Iiaiy i UPI: — Italy the teachers embarrassment.
Sunday launched the ultra-modt'Fhe idea was that the teachern 32.000-ton transatlantic lux- ers would pa=s this ire oanatian 1
ury liner Le :nardo Da Vinci on
1 the students." said ealra ic
whch Will replace the ill-fated Mike Sellars. head of the Ntay's 6
Andrea Darla as tb_e nation's PAaris missile nr"jeet at Cape
flagship.
Canaveral. "We hope =ins:. 4 W
them will want to go into this W
fed eventually."
W
When the rocket group broachWit,PeQ.
16
0g
0
50
ed the idea to Brevard school 1
atithoritiee. they jumped at it.;
,
,
The result is a faireesionth orsGive them a TV set for a marvelous
grsm of instruct!. n in which 1
3, teachers chosen fr - m a much I
world el essteitainment, ,
larger grsup fappliratts :3!*-̀'f-d W
:- *-1,;..L ....4::+,- 5e,,r a• every Thurs3 !1.1." ,1-h,
day.

a v.ai,
;

Fi rs.

disease.
1 losis Association is the oldest
The Tuberculosis association in i voluntar yhealtn agency
in Calcooperation with the health de- ioway County. having been orparunent and others interested ganized about 1918. During the
in Tuberculosis urge each of you years the association
has been
to have a chest x-ray at least
the sea lsale campaign
once each year and to purchasei active
and possible educaVional
has made
and use Christmas Seals, which: programs nd mss x-rys and
will aid in the tight against Tu- made financial contribution to
berculosis.
the health department is its
The_ Calloway County Tuhercti- work.

Tuberculosis is one of Kentucky's greatest
communicable
disease problems. Even though
medical science can treat and
cure Tuberculosis if found in :he munitYvery early stages, it continues
During the year there has been
to attack people with disregard a total of 9 patients in the Tuto race, color or creed. The great, berculosis hospital at Madison
problem in Tuberculosis is that ville Kntucky. At the present
of case finding, followed by time there are 3 Calloway Counadequate
haspitalization
a nd tao patients hospitalized there.
treatment. If all active cases were
The health department also
detected and adequately treated spends much time trying
to get
there would be no more germs those people who are known
to spread the disease. The diati- contacts of active Tuberculosis
culty is that neither testing nor to contact their family physician
asratt",L,
treatment is complete in one for x-ray. Early discovery of
m,11%,00
area.
Tuberculosis is of utmost InThe department has on portance in the treatment of the .11=11116
M Crcif HMV:ayes yes eta ea:seta MISS Praittrif-atittaa'pos mai flaf
tottssysztssisszt zw4siNummisssososass
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Just too many wonderful
toys to describe!
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BI K ES
"KITCHEN

GAM
APPLIANCES"

TYPE WRITERS
SEWING
MACHINES
CARS
TRUCKS
MODEL AIR
PLANES
au GG i ES
Etc
Sho,) Now While The
Selection is Complete!

LIONEL TRAIN SET - Accessories
Special Prices Now

BABY DOLLS
to suit
every little girl's
fancy.
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TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
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A Full
Line of Small
Appliances To Make Light of Her
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For The Fellows Who Like To Hunt —
ZENITH QUALITY

5arelte
eSC

and this means

411)

"••

start your
hunting

Fa x on
Operett
Faxon S
•-eretta er
6thers." T
held at thi
18th at 7:3
There a
charge ant
to attend.

• No Production Short
Cuts

OW

• Less Service Headaches

CAPS

• Extra Value Features

COATS

SEE OUR NEW ZENITH
TV MODELS!
that gy,o: the ultimate in viewing pitaAure. Buy now and
have it installed for Christmai!

IT'S A QUAY DEIGN for sure when Count Down, a Great
Dane, deigns to be friends with ouch a little nothing as
LI'l Abner. a Chihuahua, at ths Philadelphia Dog show.

SOPHIA LOREN stars with CARY
GRANT in the delightful corned,
SE BOAT- in TECHN COLOR and showing at the
VARSITY THEATRE SUNDAY
through TUESDAY.

IT COSTS
LESS
TO OWN
THE BEST

BOOTS

sett ;-1`..4 =%1

Mt3/AC.

Soul hrwes
and warm(
of 40. Part
tonight'
. am
night in ut
Tempera!
&isinglon
Irlducati 11
Louisville
London 11.
*
Evanwill,
liuntingt(

PtiONE ?Laza 3-2571
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MURRAY HOME&AUTO
EAST MAIN STREET
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57-Pc. China Set ... . '31.95
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